
Transcript :Lead. Grow. Volunteer 
12:58 
am  

lollydaskal:  I just want to say welcome @JKWleadership and all the heart 
leaders joining us here tonight #grateful #leadfromwithin  

12:58 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  one minute #leadfromwithin chat with the amazing 
@JKWleadership join us! #leadfromwithin  

12:58 
am  

scedmonds:  @Alima201 Welcome! #leadfromwithin  

12:59 
am  

john_paul:  Hello, Hello, Hello, Hello, Hello, Hello, Hello, Hello, !! :) 
#leadfromwithin  

12:59 
am  

heart_path:  Hello! :) #Leadfromwithin  

12:59 
am  

JKWleadership:  I'm so excited to join you tonight. Three little words: Lead, Grow 
and Volunteer can open a world of opportunities. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:59 
am  

bikespoke:  RT @john_paul: Hello, Hello, Hello, Hello, Hello, Hello, Hello, 
Hello, !! :) #leadfromwithin  

12:59 
am  

heart_path:  Indeed! #Leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

JKWleadership:  Together let's make some magic, share our ideas and begin to ... 
#leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

worksmarta:  This is Helen...glad to be here! #leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  hi everyone ! #Leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

JKWleadership:  Q1: Volunteering creates opportunities for us to lead. Where are 
you creating your opportunities to ... #leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

john_paul:  Hi Helen - welcome! #leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

lollydaskal:  welcome everyone! #leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

thehealthmaven:  Hi Everyone, Lea signing in! Now I know that I can roll into 
Wednesday #leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership: Q1: Volunteering creates opportunities for 
us to lead. Where are you creating your opportunities to ... 
#leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

heart_path:  Q1: My favorite opportunities to lead are through Rotary. 
#Leadfromwithin  



1:01 
am  

scedmonds:  Hey, Helen! RT @worksmarta: This is Helen...glad to be here! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

lollydaskal:  @thehealthmaven Hi Lea! #leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

worksmarta:  @john_paul Hi John Paul! #leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  I lead a regional technology group for managers and directors 
#leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

worksmarta:  @scedmonds Hey Chris! #leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

john_paul:  A1: I volunteer in little day-to-day activities when i say yes to 
opportunities to help others. #leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

PhotoG814:  Hello everyone! #leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

thehealthmaven:  @LollyDaskal Hi there :) #leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

lollydaskal:  A1: Only by giving are you able to receive more than you have 
#leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

LeadershipAgent:  @JKWleadership #leadfromwithin through communities of 
practice just like this one, and giving to the less fortunate  

1:02 
am  

Alima201:  @scedmonds thanks im excited, I'm new to twitter and decided to 
let #leadfromwithin be my first  

1:02 
am  

john_paul:  Hi worksmarta! #leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

lollydaskal:  A1: make a difference in someones life and they never forget 
#leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

bikespoke:  @JKWleadership Working on developing interactive games to 
teach kids second language, #leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

aliving:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: make a difference in someones life and 
they never forget #leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @LeadershipAgent: @JKWleadership through communities 
of practice just like this one, and giving to the less fortunate 
#leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

JKWleadership:  Rotary is a wonderful place to lead @heart_path: Q1: My favorite 
opportunities to lead are through Rotary. #leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

scedmonds:  A1: I struggle to commit time to volunteer today - road warrior 
life and "outside" commitments (band) take a bunch of time. 
#leadfromwithin  



1:02 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @JKWleadership: Q1: Volunteering creates opportunities for 
us to lead. Where are you creating your opportunities to ... 
#leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

lollydaskal:  @Alima201 Welcome glad you are here! #leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: make a difference in someones life and 
they never forget #leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @LollyDaskal: @Alima201 Welcome glad you are here! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

heart_path:  @JKWleadership I chair our int'l service projects. It is where my 
heart lives... #Leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

scedmonds:  @Alima201 Jump right in, Alima - it's a bit easier at 
http://tweetchat.com/room/leadfromwithin #leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

bikespoke:  @thehealthmaven @LollyDaskal Had I few moments and joining 
the #leadfromwithin wave!  

1:03 
am  

Being_Kind:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: Only by giving are you able to receive 
more than you have #leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: A1: I struggle to commit time to volunteer 
today -road warrior life and "outside" commitments (band)take 
time #leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

Miss_Cyn_C:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: make a difference in someones life and 
they never forget #leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

lynnfishman:  When you volunteer you understand people better & gain greater 
clarity about issues that matter 2 you. #leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

LeadershipAgent:  @JKWleadership #leadfromwithin with my kids, we give back to 
lesser fortunate kids, toys, clothes, food, love, sense of giving, 
sharing  

1:03 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @bikespoke: @thehealthmaven @LollyDaskal hiya! hope u 
are well! Had I few moments and joining the #leadfromwithin 
wave!  

1:03 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @LeadershipAgent: @JKWleadership #leadfromwithin with 
my kids, we give back to lesser fortunate kids, toys? (cont) 
http://deck.ly/~U3FuT  

1:03 
am  

elizweiland:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: make a difference in someones life and 
they never forget #leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

john_paul:  A1: Volunteering is like writing poetry - you let the opportunities 
and muse come you way. #leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

lollydaskal:  A1: Our purpose in life is to help others. volunteering is a perfect 
vehicle to do this. #leadfromwithin  



1:04 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @John_Paul: A1: Volunteering is like writing poetry - you let 
the opportunities and muse come you way. #leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

worksmarta:  A1. I chair stewardship program at my Church and sing (in 
Greek!) in my choir #leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

heart_path:  RT @john_paul: A1: Volunteering is like writing poetry - you let 
the opportunities and muse come you way. #leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

JKWleadership:  @scedmonds Sometimes the secret to being able to fit it in is 
taking little 1 day or 1 call assignments. :-) #leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @LollyDaskal: A1: Our purpose in life is to help others. 
volunteering is a perfect vehicle to do this. #leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @john_paul: A1: Volunteering is like writing poetry - you let 
the opportunities and muse come you way. #leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

music4awareness:  @lollydaskal I'm here too #leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

john_paul:  RT elizweiland RT @lollydaskal: A1: make a difference in 
someones life and they never forget #leadfromwithin 
#leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

heart_path:  RT @John_Paul: A1: Volunteering is like writing poetry - you let 
the opportunities and muse come you way. #leadfromwithin 
#Leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @worksmarta: A1. I chair stewardship program at my Church 
and sing (in Greek!) in my choir #leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

Alima201:  @scedmonds thanks for the tip, just logged in #leadfromwithin 
#leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

scedmonds:  A1: . . . yet some of the most gratifying work I've done is in 
service to others, total volunteer activities! #leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A1 I have quite a few, but think that, for me, the faith community 
is most effective at giving me opportunities to volunteer 
#leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

worksmarta:  Helping others rewards me in untold ways #leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @music4awareness: So glad you can join us. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

DaRealTabu:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: Our purpose in life is to help others. 
volunteering is a perfect vehicle to do this. #leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

heart_path:  There are so many ways to serve others. It doesn't always take a 
big commitment. The little things become the big things. 
#Leadfromwithin  



1:05 
am  

lollydaskal:  AMEN! RT @scedmonds: A1: yet some of the most gratifying 
work Ive done is in service to others, total volunteer activities 
#leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  volunteering enhances gratefulness in both giver and receiver 
#leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

PhotoG814:  A1: Volunteer work I've done Elite Racing, Various clubs @ 
university, local township events & Habitat for Humanity. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

LeadershipAgent:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: Only by giving are you able to receive 
more than you have #leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

bikespoke:  @LollyDaskal @scedmonds Act of Random Kindness 
#leadfromwithin every little bit= one large event  

1:05 
am  

MaryEllenGrom:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: Our purpose in life is to help others. 
volunteering is a perfect vehicle to do this. #leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

scedmonds:  @Alima201 . . . it automatically adds the #leadfromwithin 
hashtag - nice! #leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

lollydaskal:  A1: Only by giving are you able to receive more than you have 
#leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @bikespoke: @LollyDaskal @scedmonds Act of Random 
Kindness #leadfromwithin every little bit= one large event 
#leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

JKWleadership:  A1: I share what I have learned along the journey with others at 
http://otef.com and #leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

scedmonds:  @jkwleadership - great thoughts - one day/one call opportunities 
are very doable! #leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

rafabeni:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @JKWleadership: Q1: Volunteering 
creates opportunities for us to lead. Where are you creating your 
opportunities to ... #leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

JKWleadership:  Q2: As we roll up our sleeves to help others, we showcase our 
talents. What are the talents you have to share? #leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership: A1: I share what I have learned along the 
journey with others at http://otef.com and #leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

thehealthmaven:  I have a much bigger heart for volunteering in the past 2 
years...giving back just seems to balance everything out. 
..#leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

john_paul:  RT @PhotoG814 Habitat for Humanity #leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @worksmarta Greek! I cannot even sing in English! 
#leadfromwithin  



1:06 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Understandable. Can think in terms of small things, they're imp 
too RT @scedmonds: I struggle to commit time to volunteer 
#leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

john_paul:  Teaching and sharing are wonderful ways to help. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @PhotoG814: A1: Volunteer @ Elite Racing, Various clubs 
@ university, local township events & Habitat for Humanity 
#leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  yes RT @John_Paul: Teaching and sharing are wonderful ways 
to help. #leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

PhotoG814:  Volunteering is AWESOME, it enables us to give back to the 
environment & achieve personal satisfaction from a job well 
done. #leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @jesselynstoner: Understandable. Can think in terms of small 
things, theyre imp too RT @scedmonds: I struggle 2 volunteer 
#leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

worksmarta:  Q2. Talents to share include showing empathy and caring to 
others in need. #leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

regb232:  RT @john_paul: Teaching and sharing are wonderful ways to 
help. #leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  Warning, I will be chatting at #leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @john_paul: Teaching and sharing are wonderful ways to 
help. #leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @worksmarta: Q2. Talents to share include showing empathy 
and caring to others in need. #leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @PhotoG814: Volunteering enables us to give back to the 
environment & achieve personal satisfaction from a job well 
done. #leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

lynnfishman:  What you bring to the table is your life experience & that is a 
valuable thing. #leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @PhotoG814: Volunteering is AWESOME, it enables us to 
give back to the environment & achieve personal satisfaction! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

worksmarta:  @StrategicMonk @worksmarta Once you know the alphabet 
you're golden! #leadfromwithin  

1:08 
am  

sumnermusolf:  @JKWleadership - I want to share my passion. My loyalty. My 
commitment. My talents. #leadfromwithin  

1:08 LeadershipAgent:  RT @scedmonds: A1: . . . yet some of the most gratifying work 



am  I've done is in service to others, total volunteer activities! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:08 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @lynnfishman: What you bring to the table is your life 
experience & that is a valuable thing. #leadfromwithin  

1:08 
am  

john_paul:  @regb232 hello Ramon! Long time . . . #leadfromwithin  

1:08 
am  

thehealthmaven:  Volunteering is about people, something bigger than your career 
goals #leadfromwithin  

1:08 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @JKWleadership Listening, finding order in the chaos 
#leadfromwithin  

1:08 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @sumnermusolf: @JKWleadership - I want to share my 
passion. My loyalty. My commitment. My talents. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:08 
am  

TeriAulph:  Yes! RT @LollyDaskal: RT @lynnfishman: What you bring to 
the table is your life experience & that is a valuable thing. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:08 
am  

jesselynstoner:  So many people have helped me when I needed it. I like to 
mentor as an opportunity to pay it forward. #leadfromwithin  

1:08 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @thehealthmaven: Volunteering is about people, something 
bigger than your career goals #leadfromwithin  

1:08 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @StrategicMonk: @JKWleadership Listening, finding order 
in the chaos #leadfromwithin  

1:08 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @JesseLynStoner: So many people have helped me when I 
needed it. I like to mentor as an opportunity to pay it forward. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:08 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @StrategicMonk: @JKWleadership 
Listening, finding order in the chaos #leadfromwithin  

1:08 
am  

JKWleadership:  A2: Others took my hand along the leadership path and mentored 
me...now I mentor others to lead on their path #leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

scedmonds:  A2: Life experience & values alignment are talents I can share. It 
creates CALM in the midst of storms! #leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @jesselynstoner: So many people have helped me when I 
needed it. I like to mentor as an opportunity to pay it forward. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

john_paul:  RT @worksmarta @StrategicMonk @worksmarta Once you 
know the alphabet you're golden! <- haha! but SO true! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

PhotoG814:  So true! Giving back reaps rewards. RT @regb232: RT 
@john_paul: Teaching and sharing are wonderful ways to help. 



#leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

bikespoke:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @sumnermusolf: @JKWleadership - I 
want to share my passion. My loyalty. My commitment. My 
talents. #leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

lollydaskal:  A2: The talent that I share is being the best I can be. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: A2: Life experience & values alignment are 
talents I can share. It creates CALM in the midst of storms! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

TiaTaya_:  RT @lynnfishman: What you bring to the table is your life 
experience & that is a valuable thing. #leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @scedmonds: A2: Life experience & values alignment are 
talents I can share. It creates CALM in the midst of storms! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

CraigAWarner:  RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering enhances gratefulness in 
both giver and receiver #leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

heart_path:  I share my love and knowledge of the world, encouraging others 
to connect outside of their own world in sustainable ways. 
#Leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @thehealthmaven: Volunteering is about 
people, something bigger than your career goals #leadfromwithin  

1:10 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @LollyDaskal: A2: The talent that I share is being the best I 
can be. #leadfromwithin  

1:10 
am  

regb232:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @scedmonds: A2: Life experience & 
values alignment are talents I can share. It creates CALM in the 
midst of storms! #leadfromwithin  

1:10 
am  

lollydaskal:  A2:: When u look back upon your life, that the moments that 
stand out are the moments when you have done things for others 
#leadfromwithin  

1:10 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @JKWleadership Q2 I think I can help ppl see that it might not 
actually be the end of the world. #leadfromwithin  

1:10 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @CraigAWarner: RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering 
enhances gratefulness in both giver and receiver #leadfromwithin  

1:10 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  Hi, A1, I am chair for Massillon Canton Ulster Project, we teach 
N.Irish Teens how to disagree agreeably. #leadfromwithin  

1:10 
am  

SyedAli_Shahab:  RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering enhances gratefulness in 
both giver and receiver #leadfromwithin  

1:10 
am  

arethabest:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @sumnermusolf: @JKWleadership - I 
want to share my passion. My loyalty. My commitment. My 



talents. #leadfromwithin  

1:10 
am  

thehealthmaven:  @scedmonds authentic experience goes a long way 
#leadfromwithin  

1:10 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering enhances gratefulness in 
both giver and receiver #leadfromwithin  

1:10 
am  

jesselynstoner:  RT @scedmonds: Life experience & values alignment are talents 
I can share. Creates CALM in midst of storms! #leadfromwithin 
#leadfromwithin  

1:10 
am  

QuCard:  Only by giving are you able to receive more than you have 
#leadfromwithin (via @LollyDaskal)  

1:10 
am  

heart_path:  @PatRobeck1ofHis //so you do wonderful work w/ mediation 
and diversity! Wonderful. #Leadfromwithin  

1:10 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @JKWleadership: Q2: As we roll up r sleeves 2 help others, 
we showcase r talents. What are the talents u have to share? 
#leadfromwithin  

1:10 
am  

lollydaskal:  take your gifts and strengths and share it with others. do 
something great #leadfromwithin  

1:11 
am  

worksmarta:  Q2. Have you noticed that "being" counts more that "doing" in 
volunteerism? #leadfromwithin  

1:11 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @LollyDaskal: take your gifts and strengths and share it with 
others. do something great #leadfromwithin  

1:11 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @thehealthmaven: @scedmonds authentic experience goes a 
long way #leadfromwithin  

1:11 
am  

JKWleadership:  When we share our skills we enhance our skillsets 
#leadfromwithin  

1:11 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @heart_path: @PatRobeck1ofHis //so you do wonderful 
work w/ mediation and diversity! Wonderful. #leadfromwithin  

1:11 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @thehealthmaven: @scedmonds 
authentic experience goes a long way #leadfromwithin  

1:11 
am  

scedmonds:  A2: Perspective from "long life" can help others see that core 
values = vitally important. Align to those & spirit thrives! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:11 
am  

lynnfishman:  Possibility is all around us if we just learn how to look for it. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:11 
am  

regb232:  RT @lollydaskal: take your gifts and strengths and share it with 
others. do something great #leadfromwithin  

1:11 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @lynnfishman: Possibility is all around us if we just learn 
how to look for it. #leadfromwithin  



1:11 
am  

CraigAWarner:  others will follow a leaders heart. therefore #leadfromwithin  

1:11 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  RT @JKWleadership: When we share our skills we enhance our 
skillsets #leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

bikespoke:  @JesseLynStoner @scedmonds A great film Colorblind, perfect 
example of Calm in Mist of Storm #leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

writingbyterri:  RT @thehealthmaven: I have a much bigger heart for 
volunteering in the past 2 years...giving back just seems to 
balance everything out. ..#leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

Alima201:  RT @lollydaskal: Grab your dreams. Grasp your desires. Go for 
what you want. #leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

zumbawithdiane:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @JKWleadership: When we share our 
skills we enhance our skillsets #leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

lollydaskal:  we r all talented& gifted in our unique ways. dig up your hearts 
desire and share with others. the returns will be tenfolds 
#leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @JKWleadership: When we share our 
skills we enhance our skillsets #leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Alima201: RT @lollydaskal: Grab your dreams. Grasp 
your desires. Go for what you want. #leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

emilygaitan:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @JKWleadership: When we share our 
skills we enhance our skillsets #leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @sumnermusolf: @JKWleadership - I want to share my 
passion. My loyalty. My commitment. My talents. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @JKWleadership: When we share our 
skills we enhance our skillsets #leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

PhotoG814:  A2: The good thing about volunteering is no matter what your 
talent/s are, there is a need for you to volunteer. #leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

john_paul:  Q2: i like to create and help others innovative. #leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

BobbiHunter:  It's really rewarding in helping others see past what they know & 
help them see what Can be... #leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @bikespoke: @JesseLynStoner @scedmonds A great film 
Colorblind, perfect example of Calm in Mist of Storm 
#leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

justaswethink:  A2 When we help other and improve them it improves us 
#leadfromwithin  



1:12 
am  

jesselynstoner:  In my own consulting practice, I do about 5-10% of my work for 
worthwhile orgs that can't afford me pro bono. #leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

CordnPleat:  RT @lollydaskal: we r all talented& gifted in our unique ways. 
dig up your hearts desire and share with others. the returns will be 
tenfolds #leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @PhotoG814: A2: The good thing about volunteering is no 
matter what your talent/s are, there is a need for u to volunteer 
#leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @BobbiHunter: Its really rewarding in helping others see past 
what they know & help them see what Can be... #leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  We try! RT @heart_path: @PatRobeck1ofHis //so you do 
wonderful work w/ mediation and diversity! Wonderful. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @BobbiHunter: Its really rewarding in helping others see past 
what they know & help them see what Can be... #leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

bikespoke:  @AFC_Accounting @lynnfishman awareness of self is a key to 
#leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @justaswethink: A2 When we help other and improve them it 
improves us #leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @PhotoG814: A2: Wow, well said! The good thing about 
volunteering is no matter what your talent/s are, there is a need .. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

worksmarta:  Isn't it the best when espoused values are in alignment with 
enacted values? Volunteerism exemplifies that. #leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

regb232:  I follow @operationSAFE because he #leadfromwithin...follow 
him and find out what he is up to!!!  

1:13 
am  

john_paul:  RT @AFC_Accounting @sumnermusolf: @JKWleadership - I 
want to share my passion. My loyalty. My commitment. My 
talents #leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

heart_path:  I like to educate others, encouraging others to embrace diversity 
and build awareness of the larger world we live in. 
#Leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

scedmonds:  A2: I also learn from those I volunteer with. When I value their 
experiences, they're more likely to learn from others. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

NaturesWell:  Q2 Goodness, I don't believe there is enough room in 140 
characters to list them all.#leadfromwithin Although I may lack a 
little chivalry;)  

1:13 
am  

EastRidgePrint:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @PhotoG814: A2: The good thing about 
volunteering is no matter what your talent/s are, there is a need 



for u to volunteer #leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

music4awareness:  @worksmarta Q-"Have you noticed that "being" counts more that 
"doing" in volunteerism?" A- I believe you are what you do... 
#leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @bikespoke: @AFC_Accounting @lynnfishman awareness 
of self is a key to #leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

LeadershipAgent:  @JKWleadership #leadfromwithin learning by doing... the 
greatest value(s) proposition...  

1:13 
am  

bikespoke:  RT @scedmonds: A2: I also learn from those I volunteer with. 
When I value their experiences, they're more likely to learn from 
others. #leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @worksmarta: Isnt it the best when espoused values are in 
alignment with enacted values? Volunteerism exemplifies that. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

Kevin_DeSoto:  #leadfromwithin lead the way u want to be treated in biz and 
personal it is all connected  

1:13 
am  

PhotoG814:  That's awesome! It really is about helping others RT @john_paul: 
Q2: i like to create and help others innovative. #leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @Kevin_DeSoto: #leadfromwithin lead the way u want to be 
treated in biz and personal it is all connected  

1:14 
am  

jesselynstoner:  @bikespoke Thanks for the recommendation. I'll check it out. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

heart_path:  Find ways to serve in those capacities which reflect your core 
values and passions. #Leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: A2: I also learn frm those I volunteer w/ When 
I value their experiences, theyre mre likely 2learn frm others 
#leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

BobbiHunter:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @justaswethink: A2 When we help other 
and improve them it improves us #leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Kevin_DeSoto: #leadfromwithin lead the way u want to be 
treated in biz and personal it is all connected #leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @Kevin_DeSoto: #leadfromwithin lead the way u want to be 
treated in biz and personal it is all connected #leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @LeadershipAgent: @JKWleadership #leadfromwithin 
learning by doing... the greatest value(s) proposition... 
#leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @JKWleadership: RT @Kevin_DeSoto: #leadfromwithin 
lead the way u want to be treated in biz and personal i? (cont) 
http://deck.ly/~MxwwJ  



1:14 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @heart_path: Find ways to serve in those capacities which 
reflect your core values and passions. #leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @JKWleadership: RT @Kevin_DeSoto: #leadfromwithin 
lead the way u want to be treated in biz and personal it is all 
connected #leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @BobbiHunter: RT @lollydaskal: RT @justaswethink: A2 
When we help other and improve them it improves us 
#leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

Cybuhr:  A2: Volunteering gets outside positional leadership & provides 
opportunity to explore gifts of personal leadership. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

music4awareness:  @regb232 @operationSAFE is great! We interact often 
#leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @worksmarta: Isn't it the best when espoused values are in 
alignment with enacted values? Volunteerism exemplifies that. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @BobbiHunter: RT @lollydaskal: RT 
@justaswethink: A2 When we help other and improve them it 
improves us #leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

zumbawithdiane:  RT @lollydaskal: Grab your dreams. Grasp your desires. Go for 
what you want. #leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

JKWleadership:  Q3: When we give, it comes back to us in may ways. Is there 
anything wrong with that? #leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

regb232:  RT @PhotoG814: So true! Giving back reaps rewards. RT 
@regb232: RT @john_paul: Teaching and sharing are wonderful 
ways to help. #leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

lynnfishman:  A collaborative spirit creates a winning attitude. #leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @JKWleadership: Q3: When we give, it comes back to us in 
may ways. Is there anything wrong with that? #leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

heart_path:  When we serve others, we build stronger connections and 
stronger communities. #Leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

regb232:  RT @music4awareness: @regb232 @operationSAFE is great! 
We interact often #leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

PhotoG814:  @scedmonds Well said, Chris. Volunteering not only provides a 
means for us to give of ourselves but 2 learn too. #leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @Cybuhr: A2Volunteering gets outside positional leadership 
& provides opportunity to explore gifts of personal leadership 
#leadfromwithin  



1:15 
am  

heart_path:  RT @lynnfishman: A collaborative spirit creates a winning 
attitude. #leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

jesselynstoner:  To quote Paul McCartney: In the end, you get back what you give 
(var) #leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @worksmarta Isn't it the best when espoused values are in 
alignment with enacted values? Volunteerism exemplifies that. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

CedarHillMom:  RT @lollydaskal: we r all talented& gifted in our unique ways. 
dig up your hearts desire and share with others. the returns will be 
tenfolds #leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

lollydaskal:  A3: life is about giving and receiving. #leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

duhjob:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @heart_path: @PatRobeck1ofHis //so you 
do wonderful work w/ mediation and diversity! Wonderful. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @LollyDaskal: A3: life is about giving and receiving. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

thehealthmaven:  The reason why we volunteer is what we take with us...it's who 
we are..speaks to internal motivation #leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

john_paul:  A3: What comes around goes around! #leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @JKWleadership: Q3: When we give, it comes back to us in 
may ways. Is there anything wrong with that? #leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

gnosisarts:  RT @thehealthmaven: I have a much bigger heart for 
volunteering in the past 2 years...giving back just seems to 
balance everything out. ..#leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @John_Paul: A3: What comes around goes around! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

lollydaskal:  A3: in helping others we help ourselves =cycle of life 
#leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

heart_path:  Absolutely! Volunteering is love in action. RT @LollyDaskal: 
A3: life is about giving and receiving. #leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

rmalove:  RT @thehealthmaven: I have a much bigger heart for 
volunteering in the past 2 years...giving back just seems to 
balance everything out. ..#leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @john_paul: A3: What comes around goes around! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

ChristyFlorio:  RT @lynnfishman: Possibility is all around us if we just learn 
how to look for it. #leadfromwithin  



1:16 
am  

TiaTaya_:  RT @lynnfishman: A collaborative spirit creates a winning 
attitude. #leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

john_paul:  A3: Instant Karma! #leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Not only is volunteering good for your business, it's the right 
thing to do. #leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

Cybuhr:  A3: That depends on how we react to what comes back to us. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

lollydaskal:  A3: Do not keep score when you give. #leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

scedmonds:  A3: Selfless service feeds our soul! It can open us up to learning 
more about ourselves & how others perceive us. #leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

thehealthmaven:  A3 give to give..#leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

WishListBobbi:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: in helping others we help ourselves =cycle 
of life #leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Cybuhr: A3: That depends on how we react to what comes 
back to us. #leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

BobbiHunter:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: in helping others we help ourselves =cycle 
of life #leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

sumnermusolf:  @JKWleadership - there is NEVER anything wrong with that. I 
like when I don't KNOW HOW it comes back to me... 
#leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

PhilEchols:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: Do not keep score when you give. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

jesselynstoner:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: Do not keep score when you give. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  A3 If you don't volunteer expecting a material return, then 
nothing is wrong with getting some serendipity. #leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

lollydaskal:  A3: I do not believe in right or wrong. I believe in just doing what 
you can do best at all times #leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

YOUCANPREVAIL:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @heart_path: Find ways to serve in those 
capacities which reflect your core values and passions. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

rrommel8888:  @LollyDaskal Heroes do it everyday putting there lives on the 
line! Vehicles are loaded weapons! I know! #leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

nutmegdesigns:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: in helping others we help ourselves =cycle 
of life #leadfromwithin  



1:17 
am  

JKWleadership:  My friend @Hardaway says it is karmic - and it never fails - she 
is one of the most giving people I know. #leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

bikespoke:  @AFC_Accounting @LollyDaskal It's about being selfless-not 
selfish #leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

MaryEllenGrom:  Volunteering comes from the heart. It's not what you do. It's who 
you are. #leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

NaturesWell:  @music4awareness lol, what are the chances in a million, our 
responses would be next to each other...#leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

heart_path:  RT @MaryEllenGrom: Volunteering comes from the heart. It's 
not what you do. It's who you are. #leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

PhotoG814:  A3: Not at all, volunteering is truly a win/win scenario. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: A3:Selfless service feeds our soul! It cn open 
us up 2 learning more about ourselves & how others perceive us 
#leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

Kevin_DeSoto:  #leadfromwithin there are no leaders without followers. be an 
intentional mentor, advisor, teacher  

1:17 
am  

integr8_network:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @JKWleadership: When we share our 
skills we enhance our skillsets #leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @MaryEllenGrom: Volunteering comes from the heart. Its 
not what you do. Its who you are. #leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

john_paul:  RT @lollydaskal Do not keep score when you give. 
#leadfromwithin <- absolutely! #leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

bikespoke:  RT @JKWleadership: My friend @Hardaway says it is karmic - 
and it never fails - she is one of the most giving people I know. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  Enjoy the gratitude of those you serve. If there is none, serve 
because of you not them. #leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

lollydaskal:  A3: The more we give. the more we have. the more we share. the 
more we connect. #leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

will_lukang:  RT @JKWleadership: RT @MaryEllenGrom: Volunteering 
comes from the heart. Its not what you do. Its who you are. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @JKWleadership @LollyDaskal I do not think there is much 
wrong with that, and a lot right with that. #leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

lollydaskal:  A3: the more we connect the more we belong. the more we 
belong the more we love. love is everything. #leadfromwithin  

1:18 will_lukang:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: the more we connect the more we belong. 



am  the more we belong the more we love. love is everything. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @PhotoG814: RT @JKWleadership: Q3: When we give, it 
comes back to us. Is it wrong? ==Only if that's the purpose 
#leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership: RT @MaryEllenGrom: Volunteering 
comes from the heart. Its not what you do. Its who you are. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

lynnfishman:  We work to foster creativity & collaboration. #leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership: My friend @Hardaway says it is karmic - 
and it never fails - she is one of the most giving people I know. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

tonibradshaw01:  RT @john_paul: RT @lollydaskal Do not keep score when you 
give. #leadfromwithin <- absolutely! #leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

OpheliaReid:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @Alima201: RT @lollydaskal: Grab your 
dreams. Grasp your desires. Go for what you want. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @John_Paul: RT @lollydaskal Absolutely! Do not keep score 
when you give. #leadfromwithin <- absolutely! #leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @lynnfishman: We work to foster creativity & collaboration. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

scedmonds:  A3: "It's all good." If we dive into service activities, lots of 
consequences occur, some unintended. Observing = learning. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  When I volunteered on a mission trip to Russia, my back was 
healed during the Sat. night youth service. #Win! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

ghc8008:  RT @LollyDaskal A3: the more we connect the more we belong. 
the more we belong the more we love. love is everything. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @JKWleadership: RT @MaryEllenGrom: Volunteering 
comes from the heart. Its not what you do. Its who you are. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

music4awareness:  @JKWleadership A3-No-but it should be embraced that we do 
things from the heart-not to gain-no expectations- from within:) 
#leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: A3: "Its all good." If we dive into service 
activities, lots of consequences occur, some unintended. 
#leadfromwithin  



1:18 
am  

Koomba303:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: I do not believe in right or wrong. I believe 
in just doing what you can do best at all times #leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

scedmonds:  LOVE the focus on "being!" RT @MaryEllenGrom: 
Volunteering comes from the heart. Its not what you do. Its who 
you are. #leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

john_paul:  A3: giving and receiving is like breathing, you breathe out but 
then you must breathe in too. #leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

Kevin_DeSoto:  #leadfromwithin u get what u give  

1:19 
am  

PhotoG814:  A3: Volunteering is about building people up, not tearing down. 
It's about being open and building relationships. #leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

worksmarta:  @PatRobeck1ofHis Wonderful! #leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @john_paul: A3: giving and receiving is like breathing, you 
breathe out but then you must breathe in too. #leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

ghc8008:  RT @John_Paul RT @lollydaskal Do not keep score when you 
give. #leadfromwithin <- absolutely! #leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  @peteolsen Slightly distracted Pete,I am chatting on 
#leadfromwithin . I am looking at an online travel business 
currently.  

1:19 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @scedmonds: ... If we dive into service activities, lots of 
consequences occur, some unintended. Observing = learning. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: LOVE the focus on "being!" RT 
@MaryEllenGrom: Volunteering comes from the heart. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Kevin_DeSoto: #leadfromwithin u get what u give 
#leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

Cybuhr:  RT @john_paul: A3: giving and receiving is like breathing, you 
breathe out but then you must breathe in too. #leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

scedmonds:  I believe people do not hear how much they are appreciated/loved 
enough. Volunteer service is a pure expression of love. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

music4awareness:  @NaturesWell too funny :) I don't have apps for chat :) 
#leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

avtarpr:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @scedmonds: LOVE the focus on "being!" 
RT @MaryEllenGrom: Volunteering comes from the heart. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:19 lollydaskal:  RT @PhotoG814: A3: Volunteering is about building people up, 



am  not tearing down. Its about being open & building relationships 
#leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: I believe people do not hear how much they are 
appreciated/loved enough. #leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

john_paul:  RT @scedmonds: LOVE the focus on "being!" RT 
@MaryEllenGrom: Volunteering comes from the heart. 
#leadfromwithin #leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  A life of all giving w/o receiving isn't viable. #leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @PhotoG814: A3: Volunteering is about building people up, 
not tearing down. Its about being open/building relationships. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @LollyDaskal I think it is very difficult to keep score; we do not 
foresee the results of what we give. #leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

lollydaskal:  rt @scedmonds Volunteer service is a pure expression of love. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

heart_path:  @scedmonds Love in action... #Leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

JKWleadership:  Brilliant!!! RT @scedmonds: ... Volunteer service is a pure 
expression of love. #leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

regb232:  RT @Leadershipfreak: A life of all giving w/o receiving isn't 
viable. #leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

dhiktolicense:  RT @Leadershipfreak: Enjoy the gratitude of those you serve. If 
there is none, serve because of you not them. #leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

scedmonds:  @photog814 - so true, Steve! #leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

JKWleadership:  Q4: The best way to inspire confidence is to demonstrate our 
leadership. How does volunteering play into that? 
#leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

avtarpr:  @LollyDaskal Your tweet is the confirmation I needed. 
#Leadfromwithin Thank you for the divine blessing!  

1:21 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @scedmonds: I believe people don't hear how much they are 
appreciated enough. Volunteer service =pure expression of love. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

cheguerilla:  RT @TiaTaya_: RT @lynnfishman: A collaborative spirit creates 
a winning attitude. #leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

lollydaskal:  @StrategicMonk sometimes when we are having a difficult time. 
some might say but I DO ALL THIS GOOD STUFF. do not keep 
score #leadfromwithin  



1:21 
am  

john_paul:  RT @JKWleadership Brilliant!!! RT @scedmonds: ... Volunteer 
service is a pure expression of love. #leadfromwithin 
#leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

will_lukang:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: I do not believe in right or wrong. I believe 
in just doing what you can do best at all times #leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @cheguerilla: RT @TiaTaya_: RT @lynnfishman: A 
collaborative spirit creates a winning attitude. #leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

scedmonds:  GREAT CLARITY! RT @Leadershipfreak: Enjoy the gratitude 
of those you serve. If there is none, serve because of you not 
them. #leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

lollydaskal:  A4: make the most of yourself and let the world to see your gifts 
and strengths #leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

lunakristensen:  @LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin..Love and laughter are food for 
the soul,so remember to feed yourself and your love ones 
everyday  

1:21 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @LollyDaskal: A4: make the most of yourself and let the 
world to see your gifts and strengths #leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

Kevin_DeSoto:  #leadfromwithin iron sharpens iron so leaders should sharpen 
other leaders  

1:21 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @Kevin_DeSoto: #leadfromwithin iron sharpens iron so 
leaders should sharpen other leaders  

1:21 
am  

lollydaskal:  A4: Doing what you do best breeds confidence and engages 
leadership #leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @LollyDaskal: A4: Doing what you do best breeds 
confidence and engages leadership #leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Leadershipfreak: Enjoy the gratitude of those you serve. If 
there is none, serve because of you not them. #leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @Kevin_DeSoto: #leadfromwithin iron sharpens iron so 
leaders should sharpen other leaders #leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

will_lukang:  RT @JKWleadership: RT @Kevin_DeSoto: #leadfromwithin 
iron sharpens iron so leaders should sharpen other leaders 
#leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @AFC_Accounting: RT @LollyDaskal: A4: make the most 
of yourself and let the world to see your gifts and strengths 
#leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

Jeromelangsr:  RT @lollydaskal: A4: make the most of yourself and let the 
world to see your gifts and strengths #leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

yulitprice:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: make a difference in someones life and 
they never forget #leadfromwithin  



1:22 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  <<<wondering if it is "right" to believe there is no right and 
wrong? :-) #leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

dave_phillips7:  Today's service to your organization or community means 
nothing tomorrow. Do it for today. #Leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

lollydaskal:  A4: we are all born to do great things. be confident and volunteer. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @JKWleadership: Q4:The best way to inspire confidence is 
to demonstrate leadership. How does volunteering play into that? 
#leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

bikespoke:  RT @lollydaskal: A4: Doing what you do best breeds confidence 
and engages leadership #leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @dave_phillips7: Todays service to your organization or 
community means nothing tomorrow. Do it for today. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @LollyDaskal: A4: we are all born to do great things. be 
confident and volunteer. #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

NaturesWell:  A3 Nothing wrong with a natural karmic response from the world 
#leadfromwithin @JKWleadership  

1:23 
am  

lynnfishman:  Leaders become role models when their vision moves beyond 
what is just 4 profits to some bigger contribution. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

heart_path:  A4: We are all leaders and all followers. When we lead from our 
heart place, it often inspires and engages others. #Leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

justaswethink:  Tru selflessness in servng would require that we gain satisfaction 
from benifit to those we serve not personal gratification 
#leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

PhotoG814:  @scedmonds So true Chris! When we communicate love openly 
it creates an environment breeds success. #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

worksmarta:  Q4: Lead with compassion and conviction, volunteer from the 
heart. #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

lollydaskal:  @Leadershipfreak black and white - right and wrong- bad and 
good #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @AFC_Accounting: RT @LollyDaskal: A4: we are all born 
to do great things. be confident and volunteer. #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

lollydaskal:  A4: If you want to have confidence lift yourself up, if you want to 
lead lift up someone else up. #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

heart_path:  RT @worksmarta: Q4: Lead with compassion and conviction, 
volunteer from the heart. #leadfromwithin  



1:23 
am  

john_paul:  what was q4? :) #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  some fail to give, because they are afraid of being used, but, only 
to be concerned with your part, not the receivers. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @worksmarta: Q4: Lead with compassion and conviction, 
volunteer from the heart. #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @lynnfishman: Leaders become role models when their 
visionmoves beyond what is just 4 profits to some bigger 
contribution #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @worksmarta: Q4: Lead with compassion and conviction, 
volunteer from the heart. #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

JORGEALFREDO1:  RT @lollydaskal: A4: If you want to have confidence lift 
yourself up, if you want to lead lift up someone else up. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

thehealthmaven:  Doing what you do best, evokes genuine appreciation...emotion, 
that is what is passed on #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

scedmonds:  A4: Leading from the heart creates trust and builds confidence in 
others. #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @JKWleadership @LollyDaskal And we give and volunteer by 
showing gratitude to those who have given to us; building 
momentum #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @lynnfishman: RT @worksmarta: Q4: Lead with compassion 
and conviction, volunteer from the heart. #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @thehealthmaven: Doing what you do best, evokes genuine 
appreciation...emotion, that is what is passed on #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

JKWleadership:  Doing right ties back to having the right motives.( 2 
@Leadershipfreak ) #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: A4: Leading from the heart creates trust and 
builds confidence in others. #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

jesselynstoner:  We are leaders at home also. When our children see us volunteer, 
we transmit important values. #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

scedmonds:  A4: Authentic connection builds trust & confidence - & can open 
hearts to being influenced (skill building, etc.) #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

tarikum:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @lynnfishman: RT @worksmarta: Q4: 
Lead with compassion and conviction, volunteer from the heart. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

TiaTaya_:  @lynnfishman: Leaders become role models when their vision 
moves beyond what is just 4 profits to some bigger contribution. 



#leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @jesselynstoner: We are leaders at home also. When our 
children see us volunteer, we transmit important values. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

LTPParents:  RT @jesselynstoner: We are leaders at home also. When our 
children see us volunteer, we transmit important values. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

HireMe777:  RT @lynnfishman: Leaders become role models when their 
vision moves beyond what is just 4 profits to some bigger 
contribution. #leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

Kevin_DeSoto:  #leadfromwithin we grow if we realize the biggest room in 
universe is room for improvement leaders nor stop learning  

1:25 
am  

Cybuhr:  A4: Authentic service in volunteering demonstrates a concern for 
the good of all and not just self. #leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

LTPParents:  RT @lollydaskal: Grab your dreams. Grasp your desires. Go for 
what you want. #leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @jesselynstoner: We are leaders at home also. When our 
children see us volunteer, we transmit important values. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

GrailDuewell:  RT@LorryDaskal: " RT @worksmarta: Q4: Lead with 
compassion and conviction, volunteer from the heart. " 
#leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

heart_path:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @jesselynstoner: We are leaders at home 
also. When our children see us volunteer, we transmit important 
values. #leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

txt523:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: Only by giving are you able to receive 
more than you have #leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: A4: Authentic connection builds trust & 
confidence - & can open hearts to being influenced Skill 
building... #leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

dave_phillips7:  A4 if we do not get our hands dirty volunteering our time, how 
can we expect others to follow us. That would lack cred 
#Leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

freetweetdaily:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @jesselynstoner: We are leaders at home 
also. When our children see us volunteer, we transmit important 
values. #leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @lynnfishman:Leaders become role models when their vision 
moves beyond what is just 4 profits to some bigger contribution 
#leadfromwithin  

1:25 lollydaskal:  RT @Kevin_DeSoto: we grow if we realize the biggest room in 



am  universe is room for improvement leaders nor stop learning 
#leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

john_paul:  A4: Any path is the right path if it is a path with heart. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

music4awareness:  RT @lollydaskal YES A4: If you want to have confidence lift 
yourself up, if you want to lead lift up someone else up. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

worksmarta:  It fulfills a needed role. RT @scedmonds: A4: Leading from the 
heart creates trust and builds confidence in others. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

freetweetdaily:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @scedmonds: A4: Leading from the heart 
creates trust and builds confidence in others. #leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

freetweetdaily:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @thehealthmaven: Doing what you do 
best, evokes genuine appreciation...emotion, that is what is passed 
on #leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @txt523: RT @lollydaskal: A1: Only by giving are you able 
to receive more than you have #leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

justaswethink:  A4 It is not enough to teach leadership you must actually lead by 
example! #leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  RT @Kevin_DeSoto: we grow if we realize the biggest room in 
universe is room for improvement leaders never stop learning 
#leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

bikespoke:  @scedmonds @JKWleadership you create trust, show patience 
immerse self in community life #leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @john_paul: A4: Any path is the right path if it is a path with 
heart. #leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

TiaTaya_:  RT @lynnfishman: We work to foster creativity & collaboration. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

Kevin_DeSoto:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @scedmonds: A4: Authentic connection 
builds trust & confidence - & can open hearts to being influenced 
Skill building... #leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

kikilitalien:  RT @dave_phillips7: A4 if we do not get our hands dirty 
volunteering our time, how can we expect others to follow us. 
That would lack cred #Leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

ClintonLittle:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @jesselynstoner: We are leaders at home 
also. When our children see us volunteer, we transmit important 
values. #leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @justaswethink: A4 It is not enough to teach leadership you 
must actually lead by example! #leadfromwithin  



1:26 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @jesselynstoner: We are leaders at home also. When our 
children see us volunteer, we transmit important values. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

scedmonds:  A4: I believe our authentic service helps others know they can 
ACT, change their circumstances, and grow. #leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @TiaTaya_: RT @lynnfishman: We work to foster creativity 
& collaboration. #leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

Cybuhr:  RT @justaswethink: A4 It is not enough to teach leadership you 
must actually lead by example! #leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

freetweetdaily:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @lynnfishman: RT @worksmarta: Q4: 
Lead with compassion and conviction, volunteer from the heart. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

txt523:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: Our purpose in life is to help others. 
volunteering is a perfect vehicle to do this. #leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

heart_path:  RT @scedmonds: A4: I believe our authentic service helps others 
know they can ACT, change their circumstances, and grow. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

txt523:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @john_paul: A1: Volunteering is like 
writing poetry - you let the opportunities and muse come you 
way. #leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

freetweetdaily:  RT @Leadershipfreak: <<<wondering if it is "right" to believe 
there is no right and wrong? :-) #leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

POWERORGmath:  RT @thehealthmaven: Doing what you do best, evokes genuine 
appreciation...emotion, that is what is passed on #leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

worksmarta:  Q4. When blessed with talent, we are compelled to share with 
others. #leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: A4: I believe our authentic service helps others 
know they can ACT, change their circumstances, and grow. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

yulitprice:  RT @lollydaskal: take your gifts and strengths and share it with 
others. do something great #leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

kaztheprof:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @dave_phillips7: Todays service to your 
organization or community means nothing tomorrow. Do it for 
today. #leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

MaryEllenGrom:  Volunteering is an outward display of your heartfelt attitude of 
gratitude. #leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

cvallejo64:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @PhotoG814: A3: Volunteering is about 
building people up, not tearing down. Its about being open & 
building relationships #leadfromwithin  



1:27 
am  

freetweetdaily:  RT @Leadershipfreak: A life of all giving w/o receiving isn't 
viable. #leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

NaturesWell:  Q4: Interesting choice of words..."Play into 
that."@JKWleadership A4: Give to receive...#leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

bikespoke:  RT @JKWleadership: RT @jesselynstoner: We are leaders at 
home also. When our children see us volunteer, we transmit 
important values. #leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

txt523:  RT @lollydaskal: AMEN! RT @scedmonds: A1: yet some of the 
most gratifying work Ive done is in service to others, total 
volunteer activities #leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @POWERORGmath: RT @thehealthmaven: Doing what you 
do best, evokes genuine appreciation.emotion, that is what is 
passed on #leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

kaztheprof:  RT @lollydaskal: A4: we are all born to do great things. be 
confident and volunteer. #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @MaryEllenGrom: Volunteering is an outward display of 
your heartfelt attitude of gratitude. #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @worksmarta: Q4. When blessed with talent, we are 
compelled to share with others. #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

freetweetdaily:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @john_paul: A3: giving and receiving is 
like breathing, you breathe out but then you must breathe in too. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

john_paul:  A4 when we give of ourselves and talents it has to come from the 
heart. #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

PhotoG814:  When we are truly serving from the heart there is no score board. 
@freetweetdaily @Leadershipfreak #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

JKWleadership:  When we build up another's confidence - w enhance our own too 
#leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

scedmonds:  WELL SAID! RT @MaryEllenGrom: Volunteering is an outward 
display of your heartfelt attitude of gratitude. #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

bikespoke:  @Cybuhr @justaswethink Mother Teresa #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

sueanneshirzay:  Love it RT @LollyDaskal: RT @MaryEllenGrom: Volunteering 
is an outward display of your heartfelt attitude of gratitude. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @PhotoG814: When we are truly serving from the heart there 
is no score board. @freetweetdaily @Leadershipfreak 
#leadfromwithin  

1:28 lollydaskal:  RT @PhotoG814: When we are truly serving from the heart there 



am  is no score board. @freetweetdaily @Leadershipfreak 
#leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

txt523:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @lynnfishman: What you bring to the table 
is your life experience & that is a valuable thing. #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

Jemfyr:  RT @john_paul: A4: Any path is the right path if it is a path with 
heart. #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership: When we build up anothers confidence - w 
enhance our own too #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @StrategicMonk: RT @worksmarta: Q4. When blessed with 
talent, we are compelled to share with others. #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

txt523:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @sumnermusolf: @JKWleadership - I 
want to share my passion. My loyalty. My commitment. My 
talents. #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

POWERORGmath:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @jesselynstoner: We are leaders at home 
also. When our children see us volunteer, we transmit important 
values. #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Jemfyr: RT @john_paul: A4: Any path is the right path if it 
is a path with heart. #leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  RT @Leadershipfreak: <wondering if it is "right" to believe there 
is no right and wrong? :-) ~ in context of helping others 
#leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

scedmonds:  When we build others' confidence, we can enjoy watching them 
go where they couldn't go before. #leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

txt523:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @jesselynstoner: So many people have 
helped me when I needed it. I like to mentor as an opportunity to 
pay it forward. #leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

dave_phillips7:  RT @JKWleadership: When we build up anothers confidence - w 
enhance our own too #Leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

JKWleadership:  Q5: When we volunteer, we lead. When we lead we grow. Why is 
that? #leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

Kidtelligent:  RT @jesselynstoner: We are leaders at home also. When our 
children see us volunteer, we transmit important values. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

justaswethink:  RT @scedmonds: A4: I believe our authentic service helps others 
know they can ACT, change their circumstances, and grow. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

staceybellem:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @scedmonds: A4: I believe our authentic 
service helps others know they can ACT, change their 
circumstances, and grow. #leadfromwithin  



1:29 
am  

Muddledmother:  RT@LollyDaskal Grab your dreams. Grasp your desires. Go for 
what you want. <--------thanks needed that today! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

Kevin_DeSoto:  #leadfromwithin truly great leaders always want others to be 
successful always when u help others succeed u automatically 
WIN  

1:29 
am  

Cybuhr:  A4: Authentic leadership leads full heart in all situations, 
volunteer & professional. #leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @JKWleadership: When we build up 
anothers confidence - w enhance our own too #leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: When we build others confidence, we can 
enjoy watching them go where they couldnt go before. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @scedmonds: When we build others confidence, we can 
enjoy watching them go where they couldnt go before. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

lollydaskal:  A5: we expand by connecting. we expand by leading. when we 
expand we grow #leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

heart_path:  So often we learn and grow more from those we serve. 
#Leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Cybuhr: A4: Authentic leadership leads full heart in all 
situations, volunteer & professional. #leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

cynthiarichards:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @JKWleadership: When we build up 
anothers confidence - w enhance our own too #leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

jamespoon21:  RT @MaryEllenGrom: Volunteering is an outward display of 
your heartfelt attitude of gratitude. #leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

pretty1456:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @scedmonds: When we build others 
confidence, we can enjoy watching them go where they couldnt 
go before. #leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

theoldhen:  RT @MaryEllenGrom Volunteering is an outward display of 
your heartfelt attitude of gratitude. #leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

AVShow:  I love it!RT @scedmonds: When we build others' confidence, we 
can enjoy watching them go where they couldn't go before. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

heart_path:  RT @theoldhen: RT @MaryEllenGrom Volunteering is an 
outward display of your heartfelt attitude of gratitude. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @scedmonds: When we build others' confidence, we can 
enjoy watching them go where they couldn't go before. 
#leadfromwithin  



1:30 
am  

jesselynstoner:  What do you mean? @Leadershipfreak: wondering if it is "right" 
to believe there is no right and wrong? in context of helping 
#leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

lollydaskal:  A5: to Volunteer we serves others. to Lead serves others. to Grow 
we serves ourselves #leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

lynnfishman:  When we work together to challenge assumptions to collective 
problems, we move towards creative solutions. #leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  Found this to be true! RT @heart_path: So often we learn and 
grow more from those we serve. #leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

POWERORGmath:  RT @heart_path: So often we learn and grow more from those 
we serve. #Leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

dave_phillips7:  RT @heart_path: So often we learn and grow more from those 
we serve. #Leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

lollydaskal:  A5: Volunteer and Increase your self confidence, your self-
esteem, your self-knowledge and resiliency #leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @lynnfishman: When we work together to challenge 
assumptions to collective problems, we move towards creative 
solutions. #leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

worksmarta:  Aren't we all volunteering tonight to share our thoughts? True 
leadership #leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

POWERORGmath:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: we expand by connecting. we expand by 
leading. when we expand we grow #leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

bikespoke:  Folks a have to go #leadfromwithin enjoyed the conversation 
tonight! Tweet On! LFW:-)  

1:31 
am  

heart_path:  Serving through authentic, heart-based leadership empowers 
others to learn they can make a difference. #Leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

john_paul:  @PatRobeck1ofHis RT <wondering if it is "right" to believe 
there is no right and wrong? :-)<- listen to your heart it knows. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

JKWleadership:  Th best way to show we are capable of more is to do more. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

MayraMejiaMSc:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: to Volunteer we serves others. to Lead 
serves others. to Grow we serves ourselves #leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

POWERORGmath:  RT @Kevin_DeSoto: #leadfromwithin truly great leaders always 
want others to be successful always when u help others succeed u 
automatically WIN  

1:31 
am  

PhotoG814:  A5: We develop our skill set in others. So that they may be more 
self sufficient & pass it on. #leadfromwithin  



1:31 
am  

staceybellem:  RT @heart_path: RT @John_Paul: A1: Volunteering is like 
writing poetry - you let the opportunities and muse come you 
way. #leadfromwithin #Leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

DougSavidge:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @justaswethink: A4 It is not enough to 
teach leadership you must actually lead by example! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

regb232:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: Volunteer and Increase your self 
confidence, your self-esteem, your self-knowledge and resiliency 
#leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

lollydaskal:  A5: when you volunteer you have a better perspective about 
yourself and the world around you (homelessness) 
#leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Absolutely! RT @heart_path: So often we learn and grow more 
from those we serve. #leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

Akevy613:  RT @worksmarta: RT @scedmonds: When we build others 
confidence, we can enjoy watching them go where they couldnt 
go before. #leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

scedmonds:  A5: Authentic leadership means taking risks, driving for solutions 
that may not have enjoyed the benefit of testing! #leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

Laurie_Tossy:  RT @lynnfishman: When we work together to challenge 
assumptions to collective problems, we move towards creative 
solutions. #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

JKWleadership:  @bikespoke Thanks for joining in. Have a gr8 nite. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

lollydaskal:  A5: Increased personal commitment to community engagement 
and you gain social responsibility #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

txt523:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @JKWleadership: 
When we share our skills we enhance our skillsets 
#leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

jamespoon21:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: we expand by connecting. we expand by 
leading. when we expand we grow #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @jesselynstoner: Absolutely! RT @heart_path: So often we 
learn and grow more from those we serve. #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

heart_path:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @jesselynstoner: Absolutely! RT 
@heart_path: So often we learn and grow more from those we 
serve. #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

john_paul:  Q5: When we volunteer, we lead. When we lead we grow. Why is 
that? #leadfromwithin #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

honeynoir:  RT @Kevin_DeSoto: #leadfromwithin truly great leaders always 
want others to be successful always when u help others succeed u 



automatically WIN  

1:32 
am  

scedmonds:  Marvelous! RT @PhotoG814: A5: We develop our skill set in 
others. So that they may be more self sufficient & pass it on. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

lollydaskal:  A5: We're put on this earth not to see through each other but to 
see each other through -anon #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

txt523:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @PhotoG814: A2: The good thing about 
volunteering is no matter what your talent/s are, there is a need 
for u to volunteer #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @scedmonds:Authentic leadership means taking risks, 
driving for solutions .... #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

GreggMcLachlan:  RT @JKWleadership: When we build up another's confidence - 
w enhance our own too #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  @john_paul I was answering @leadershipfreak's comment. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @PhotoG814: A5: We develop our skill set in others. So that 
they may be more self sufficient & pass it on. #leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @jamespoon21: RT @lollydaskal: A5: we expand by 
connecting. we expand by leading. when we expand we grow 
#leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

worksmarta:  When we share, we learn - RT @john_paul: Q5: When we 
volunteer, we lead. When we lead we grow. Why is that? 
#leadfromwithin #leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

txt523:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @BobbiHunter: Its really rewarding in 
helping others see past what they know & help them see what 
Can be... #leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

lollydaskal:  A5: When helping another you help no other than yourself. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @Lollydaskal @JKWleadership It is also important to express 
gratitude in words, not take it for granted. #leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

JOYFULLTOO:  RT @LollyDaskal: A5: we expand by connecting. we expand by 
leading. when we expand we grow #leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

christiandean11:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: when you volunteer you have a better 
perspective about yourself and the world around you 
(homelessness) #leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: Were put on this earth not to see through 
each other but to see each other through -anon #leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @GreggMcLachlan: RT @JKWleadership: When we build 
up anothers confidence - w enhance our own too #leadfromwithin  



1:33 
am  

jamespoon21:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @lynnfishman: When we work together to 
challenge assumptions to collective problems, we move towards 
creative solutions. #leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

scedmonds:  POWERFUL! RT @lollydaskal: A5: Increased personal 
commitment to community engagement and you gain social 
responsibility #leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

dave_phillips7:  A5 volunteer leadership is a great way to prepare for the life of a 
professional leader. #Leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

card4net:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: Increased personal commitment to 
community engagement and you gain social responsibility 
#leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

WTOAssociates:  RT @thehealthmaven: The reason why we volunteer is what we 
take with us...it's who we are..speaks to internal motivation 
#leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

NaturesWell:  A5 Hopefully learning something all the time if not merely 
experiencing...#leadfromwithin @JKWleadership  

1:33 
am  

john_paul:  A4: When we volunteer we are following our hearts, our heart 
leads the way and our heart knows how it will grow. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

music4awareness:  @NaturesWell I don't understand the concept: "Give to receive..." 
I just "give to give" not for recognition-it's what I do 
#leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @StrategicMonk: @Lollydaskal @JKWleadership It is also 
important to express gratitude in words, not take 4granted. 
AMEN! #leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

scedmonds:  We are all of one mind, one heart, one community. Leading 
others helps others lead. #leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

heart_path:  We lead best by the example we live. #Leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

txt523:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @heart_path: Find ways to serve in those 
capacities which reflect your core values and passions. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @heart_path: We lead best by the example we live. 
#Leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

jamespoon21:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: Volunteer and Increase your self 
confidence, your self-esteem, your self-knowledge and resiliency 
#leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  RT @dave_phillips7: A5 volunteer leadership is a great way to 
prepare for the life of a professional leader. #leadfromwithin  

1:34 lollydaskal:  RT @john_paul: A4: When we volunteer we R following our 



am  hearts, our heart leads the way & our heart knows how it will 
grow. #leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

JKWleadership:  Stretch your wings - fly beyond boundaries - embrace your 
potential by volunteering #leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

txt523:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @BobbiHunter: RT @lollydaskal: RT 
@justaswethink: A2 When we help other and improve them it 
improves us #leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @thehealthmaven: RT @heart_path: We lead best by the 
example we live. #leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  find a need, fill a need, take action and lead. forget the titles. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

POWERORGmath:  RT @JKWleadership: The best way to show we are capable of 
more is to do more. #leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

Chriscarroll50:  Just realised it's the #leadfromwithin discussion with 
@LollyDaskal , some great ideas for anyone who lead teams or 
groups!  

1:34 
am  

Akevy613:  RT @heart_path: We lead best by the example we live. 
#Leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @dave_phillips7:volunteer leadership 
is a great way 2 prepare for the life of a professional leader. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @dave_phillips7: A5 volunteer 
leadership is a great way to prepare to be a professional leader. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

txt523:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: in helping others we help ourselves =cycle 
of life #leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

PhotoG814:  So TRUE. In any position lead by example. RT @heart_path: We 
lead best by the example we live. #leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

jesselynstoner:  This is an interesting conversation. Making me question how do 
you define "volunteer"? #leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @POWERORGmath: RT @JKWleadership: The best way to 
show we are capable of more is to do more. #leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

lollydaskal:  @Chriscarroll50 so happy you can join us. #leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

txt523:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @john_paul: A3: What comes around goes 
around! #leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

JOYFULLTOO:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @Cybuhr: A4: Authentic leadership leads 
full heart in all situations, volunteer & professional. 
#leadfromwithin  



1:35 
am  

Akevy613:  @worksmarta @scedmonds the greatest feeling a true leader can 
have is seeing those they lead succeed #leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @POWERORGmath: RT @JKWleadership: The best way to 
show we are capable of more is to do more. #leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @jesselynstoner: This is an interesting conversation. Making 
me question how do you define "volunteer"? #leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

scedmonds:  I think volunteer opportunities help us be more present for 
leadership "in the moment." We may PLAN our leadership at 
work. #leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

jamespoon21:  RT @dave_phillips7: RT @heart_path: So often we learn and 
grow more from those we serve. #Leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

txt523:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: I do not believe in right or wrong. I believe 
in just doing what you can do best at all times #leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @jesselynstoner: This is an interesting conversation. Making 
me question how do you define "volunteer"? #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @Akevy613: @worksmarta @scedmonds the greatest feeling 
a true leader can have is seeing those they lead succeed 
#leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: I think volunteer opportunities help us be more 
present for leadership "in the moment." #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @Akevy613: @worksmarta @scedmonds the greatest feeling 
a true leader can have is seeing those they lead succeed 
#leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  RT @jesselynstoner: This is an interesting conversation. Making 
me question how do you define "volunteer"? #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

lovelytrinkets:  So True RT @JKWleadership: Th best way to show we are 
capable of more is to do more. #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

sumnermusolf:  @JKWleadership - because we commit a pure piece of ourselves 
when we volunteer. It's the best way to grow. #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

Kevin_DeSoto:  join a great discussion - inspiring #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

john_paul:  RT @jesselynstoner . . . Making me question how do you define 
"volunteer"? #leadfromwithin <- giving love. #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

txt523:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: The more we give. the more we have. the 
more we share. the more we connect. #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

POWERORGmath:  RT @dave_phillips7: A5 volunteer leadership is a great way to 
prepare for the life of a professional leader. #Leadfromwithin  

1:36 Cybuhr:  A5: It turns one from a focus on what I am not to a focus on what 



am  together we can be. #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @growinggold: RT @JKWleadership: Q5: When we 
volunteer, we lead. When we lead we grow. Why is that? 
#leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  giving w/o expecting material rewards.RT @jesselynstoner: 
Making me question how do you define "volunteer"? 
#leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  RT @lovelytrinkets: So True RT @JKWleadership: Th best way 
to show we are capable of more is to do more. #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

wadebutler_yyc:  RT @lollydaskal: take your gifts and strengths and share it with 
others. do something great #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

JKWleadership:  @jesselynstoner Sometimes we volunteer pro bono - other times 
we volunteer at work to do more than a job description 
#leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

PhotoG814:  The openness of volunteering creates an environment where we 
don't need to make assumptions about our community. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

CraigAWarner:  as a leader, people pay attention to how you act, not what you 
say. For good, or for bad! #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

lollydaskal:  yes... AWESOME conversation RT @Kevin_DeSoto: join a great 
discussion - inspiring #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

txt523:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @JKWleadership: RT @MaryEllenGrom: 
Volunteering comes from the heart. Its not what you do. Its who 
you are. #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

jesselynstoner:  There are formal volunteer opportunities; and we can create 
informal opportunities everyday #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @CraigAWarner: as a leader, people pay attention to how 
you act, not what you say. For good, or for bad! #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

john_paul:  RT @Cybuhr A5: It turns one from a focus on what I am not to a 
focus on what together we can be. #leadfromwithin 
#leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @CraigAWarner: as a leader, people pay attention to how 
you act, not what you say. For good, or for bad! #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

scedmonds:  I may have assumed constraints abt volunteering! RT 
@JKWleadership: Best way to show we are capable of more is to 
do more. #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @jesselynstoner: There are formal volunteer opportunities; 
and we can create informal opportunities everyday 
#leadfromwithin  



1:37 
am  

POWERORGmath:  RT @JKWleadership: Stretch your wings - fly beyond 
boundaries - embrace your potential by volunteering 
#leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

music4awareness:  The ability to impact someone's life, a child's life, anyone's life 
when they need it most -is where my heart lives #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

LindsayFultz:  RT @Kevin_DeSoto #leadfromwithin truly great leaders always 
want others 2B successful always when u help others succeed u 
automatically WIN  

1:37 
am  

todayiamhealing:  RT @lollydaskal: we r all talented& gifted in our unique ways. 
dig up your hearts desire and share with others. the returns will be 
tenfolds #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @jesselynstoner: There are formal volunteer opportunities; 
and we can create informal opportunities everyday 
#leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  some say character doesn't matter, RT @CraigAWarner: as a 
leader, people pay attention to how you act, not what you say. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

MayraMejiaMSc:  RT @music4awareness: The ability to impact someone's life, a 
child's life, anyone's life when they need it most -is where my 
heart lives #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @jesselynstoner: There are formal volunteer opportunities; 
and we can create informal opportunities everyday 
#leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

scedmonds:  POWERFUL! RT @PhotoG814: Volunteering creates an 
environment where we dont need to make assumptions about our 
community. #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

BunnyMellon:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @jesselynstoner: There are formal 
volunteer opportunities; and we can create informal opportunities 
everyday #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

roncristy:  RT @music4awareness: The ability to impact someone's life, a 
child's life, anyone's life when they need it most -is where my 
heart lives #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

POWERORGmath:  Yes>RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: find a need, fill a need, take action 
and lead. forget the titles. #leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

YOUCANPREVAIL:  RT @LollyDaskal RT @PhotoG814: A5: We develop our skill 
set in others.So that they may be more self sufficient & pass it 
on.#leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @music4awareness: The ability to impact someones life, 
anyones life when they need it most is where my heart lives 
#leadfromwithin  

1:38 StrategicMonk:  RT @music4awareness: The ability to impact someone's life, a 



am  child's life, anyone's life when they need it most -is where my 
heart lives #leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @POWERORGmath: Yes>RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: find a 
need, fill a need, take action and lead. forget the titles. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

jesselynstoner:  RT @JKWleadership: @jesselynstoner Sometimes we volunteer 
pro bono-other times we vol. at work 2 do more than ob 
description #leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

imdifferentnow:  RT @lollydaskal: A4: If you want to have confidence lift 
yourself up, if you want to lead lift up someone else up. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

MYHEALTHCOMM:  RT @heart_path: We lead best by the example we live. 
#Leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  volunteering begins with the belief we have something to offer, 
that what we do matters. #leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

worksmarta:  Every time we initiate we "give": RT @jesselynstoner: There are 
formal volunteer opps; and we create informal opps everyday 
#leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

scedmonds:  FABULOUS. RT @music4awareness: The ability to impact 
someones life life when they need it most - is where my heart 
lives #leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

heart_path:  RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering begins with the belief we 
have something to offer, that what we do matters. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @PhotoG814: Volunteering creates an environment where we 
dont need to make assumptions about our community. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

lollydaskal:  YES! RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering begins with the belief 
we have something to offer, that what we do matters. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

JKWleadership:  When we do more than the expected, we are also volunteering. 
Giving more - Being more. #leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

Cybuhr:  RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering begins with the belief we 
have something to offer, that what we do matters. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership: When we do more than the expected, we 
are also volunteering. Giving more - Being more. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

MYHEALTHCOMM:  RT @thehealthmaven: RT @scedmonds: When we build others' 
confidence, we can enjoy watching them go where they couldn't 
go before. #leadfromwithin  



1:39 
am  

POWERORGmath:  RT @scedmonds: I think volunteer opportunities help us be more 
present for leadership "in the moment." We may PLAN our 
leadership at work. #leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering begins with the belief we 
have something to offer, that what we do matters. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

cvallejo64:  RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: find a need, fill a need, take action and 
lead. forget the titles. #leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Cybuhr: RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering begins with 
the belief we have something to offer, that what we do matters. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

thehealthmaven:  Leadership begins with the vision that u have of yourself & how 
u choose to use ur gifts., so many have lost their 
vision.#leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

jasondyk:  Sorry I'm so late everyone! #leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @cvallejo64: RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: find a need, fill a need, 
take action and lead. forget the titles. #leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

heart_path:  RT @thehealthmaven: Leadership begins with the vision that u 
have of yourself & how u choose to use ur gifts., so many have 
lost their vision.#leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @JKWleadership When we do more than the expected, we 
are also volunteering. Giving more - Being more. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @thehealthmaven: Leadership begins with the vision that u 
have of yourself & how u choose to use YOUR gifts. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

regb232:  I follow @tom_peters because he says it like he sees it ..he 
#leadfromwithin follow him and find out  

1:39 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Good point! RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering begins with the 
belief we have something to offer, that what we do matters. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

JKWleadership:  Q6: Call to action: If you could volunteer to help a person or 
organization grow this very week where would it be? 
#leadfromwithin  

1:40 
am  

_dehj_:  RT @LollyDaskal RT @cvallejo64: RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: find 
a need, fill a need, take action and lead. forget the titles. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:40 
am  

lollydaskal:  @jasondyk so glad you are here. #leadfromwithin  



1:40 
am  

txt523:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @cheguerilla: RT @TiaTaya_: RT 
@lynnfishman: A collaborative spirit creates a winning attitude. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:40 
am  

john_paul:  RT @POWERORGmath @marynabadenhors @LollyDaskal 
"We're put on this earth not 2C through each other but 2C each 
other through. #leadfromwithin  

1:40 
am  

mayracortesfl:  RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering begins with the belief we 
have something to offer, that what we do matters. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:40 
am  

scedmonds:  I love the concept of volunteering as paying back & paying 
forward - we have benefited from love, need to return the favor! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:40 
am  

Jah_Empress:  RT @Leadershipfreak: A life of all giving w/o receiving isn't 
viable. #leadfromwithin  

1:40 
am  

NaturesWell:  A5 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TTPqPZzH-LA 
#leadfromwithin  

1:40 
am  

jasondyk:  @lollydaskal thanks for the warm welcome :) #leadfromwithin  

1:40 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  When we believe we matter and what we do matters we 
#leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @scedmonds: ... volunteering as paying back & paying 
forward - we have benefited from love, need to return the favor! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

YRJewelryGal:  RT @JKWleadership: RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering 
begins with the belief we have something to offer, that what we 
do matters. #leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

jasondyk:  RT @Leadershipfreak: When we believe we matter and what we 
do matters we #leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

scedmonds:  Hey, Jason! RT @jasondyk: @lollydaskal thanks for the warm 
welcome :) #leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

heart_path:  @Leadershipfreak Yes!! When we believe we matter and what 
we do matters we #leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

sumnermusolf:  @JKWleadership - A6: I would volunteer where I work. I wish I 
was kidding. #leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

john_paul:  a6: I will probably help one of my co-workers because that is 
where i live most of the time. #leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

PhotoG814:  @music4awareness empowering others is truly what leading 
from with in is about. Volunteering provides us with that ability. 
#leadfromwithin  



1:41 
am  

txt523:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @CraigAWarner: as a leader, people pay 
attention to how you act, not what you say. For good, or for bad! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @jasondyk: @lollydaskal yep, it's a very warm group, perfect 
for a Tuesday! thanks for the warm welcome :) #leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

worksmarta:  Q6 This week's volunteer effort would be fund-raising for a local 
community group #leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

JKWleadership:  Absolutely! RT @Leadershipfreak: When we believe we matter 
and what we do matters we #leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @JKWleadership @LollyDaskal I think that volunteering & 
leadership begin with our values; they must reflect what is 
deepest. #leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  shortened James 1:27,Pure and undefiled religion is this: to visit 
orphans and widows in their distress #leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

POWERORGmath:  Listening, Learning, and being inspired by #leadfromwithin 
convo (Passion, Commitment, Authentic ways of Being) :)  

1:41 
am  

jesselynstoner:  A6: Twitter offers volunteer opportunities - had an opportunity 
this week to help a couple of authors launch their books. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

Akevy613:  @lollydaskal @CraigAWarner I tell my teachers that1st& 
foremost we need2b role models-learn more from our actions 
than words #leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

PhotoG814:  AWESOME! RT @JKWleadership: Absolutely! RT 
@Leadershipfreak: When we believe we matter and what we do 
matters we #leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

regb232:  @Leadershipfreak you can only give what you already 
have....that is what #leadfromwithin means to me  

1:42 
am  

rebelbrown:  RT @Leadershipfreak: When we believe we matter and what we 
do matters we #leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

JKWleadership:  Great example RT @worksmarta: Q6 This weeks volunteer effort 
would be fund-raising for a local community group 
#leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

roofcrasher:  RT @Leadershipfreak: When we believe we matter and what we 
do matters we #leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

growinggold:  volunteering can be very organic, happening upon us 
unexpectedly - I volunteer in my family all the time 
#leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

souloftherose:  RT @music4awareness: The ability to impact someone's life, a 
child's life, anyone's life when they need it most -is where my 
heart lives #leadfromwithin  



1:42 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @Leadershipfreak: When we believe we matter and what we 
do matters we #leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

danielleagaloos:  RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering begins with the belief we 
have something to offer, that what we do matters. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

myrm13:  RT @music4awareness: The ability to impact someone's life, a 
child's life, anyone's life when they need it most -is where my 
heart lives #leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @growinggold: volunteering can be very organic, happening 
upon us unexpectedly - I volunteer in my family all the time 
#leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

roofcrasher:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @lovelytrinkets: So True RT 
@JKWleadership: Th best way to show we are capable of more is 
to do more. #leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @PhotoG814: @music4awareness empowering others is truly 
what leading from with in is about. Volunteering provides us with 
that ability. #leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

brenisphere:  When we are truly serving from the heart there is no score board. 
/@freetweetdaily @Leadershipfreak #leadfromwithin 
@PhotoG814 @LollyDaskal  

1:42 
am  

scedmonds:  I don't need to commit HOURS & HOURS volunteering with an 
agency. I can carve out an hour a week to serve effectively! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

Maximilli_1:  RT @LollyDaskal: A3: The more we give. the more we have. the 
more we share. the more we connect. #leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

john_paul:  RT @PatRobeck1ofHis James 1:27 Pure & undefiled religion is 
this: 2 visit orphans & widows N their distress #leadfromwithin 
#leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  currently organizing a concert fund raising event, Celtic music 
show for Ulster Project. #leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

NaturesWell:  A6 Here in the desert...@JKWleadership #leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

Maximilli_1:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @lynnfishman: We work to foster 
creativity & collaboration. #leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

BunnyMellon:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: when you volunteer you have a better 
perspective about yourself and the world around you 
(homelessness) #leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

heart_path:  This week's effort is taking time to write the brave women of the 
Afghan Women's Writing Project. Our words given them hope. 
#Leadfromwithin  



1:43 
am  

BunnyMellon:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: Increased personal commitment to 
community engagement and you gain social responsibility 
#leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

jesselynstoner:  RT @scedmonds: I dont need to commit HOURS & HOURS 
volunteering with an agency. I can carve out an hour a week to 
serve.. #leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

JKWleadership:  Volunteering can be as simple as making a phone call or sharing 
an idea. What do you have to share? #leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

regb232:  RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: currently organizing a concert fund 
raising event, Celtic music show for Ulster Project. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

ghc8008:  RT @Leadershipfreak When we believe we matter and what we 
do matters we #leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

iShawnteBadd:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @POWERORGmath: Yes>RT 
@PatRobeck1ofHis: find a need, fill a need, take action and lead. 
forget the titles. #leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @Maximilli_1: RT @LollyDaskal: A3: The more we give. 
the more we have. the more we share. the more we connect. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @JKWleadership: Volunteering can be as simple as making a 
phone call or sharing an idea. What do you have to share? 
#leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

My_Jewelry_Box:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @CraigAWarner: as a leader, people pay 
attention to how you act, not what you say. For good, or for bad! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  When you volunteer, you take the focus off what you don't have 
and have gratitude for what you do have. #leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: Increased personal commitment to 
community engagement and you gain social responsibility 
#leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @JKWleadership: When we do more than the expected, we 
are also volunteering. Giving more - Being more. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:45 
am  

worksmarta:  It's not always time that's needed. It's the talent. RT @scedmonds: 
I dont need to commit HOURS. I can do/hour/week to serve 
#leadfromwithin  

1:45 
am  

heart_path:  The greatest reward of my service work is watching the seeds of 
service planted sprout in my children. #Leadfromwithin  

1:45 
am  

john_paul:  A6: In Jerusalem, James, a Jew, the brother of Jesus, said to Paul 
-> remember the poor. #leadfromwithin  



1:45 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @music4awareness: The ability to impact someone's life, a 
child's life, anyone's life when they need it most -is where my 
heart lives #leadfromwithin  

1:45 
am  

jasondyk:  Volunteering (to me) is the pouring out of your heart to serve 
others so their lives can be improved #leadfromwithin  

1:45 
am  

KeeleyOG:  RT @music4awareness: The ability to impact someone's life, a 
child's life, anyone's life when they need it most -is where my 
heart lives #leadfromwithin  

1:45 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @scedmonds: RT @JKWleadership: Volunteering can be as 
simple as making a phone call or sharing an idea. What do you 
have to share? #leadfromwithin  

1:45 
am  

Cybuhr:  RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: When you volunteer, you take the focus 
off what you dont have and have gratitude for what you do have. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:45 
am  

regb232:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @CraigAWarner: as a leader, people pay 
attention to how you act, not what you say. For good, or for bad! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:45 
am  

PhotoG814:  @heart_path very ADMIRABLE & worthwhile! #leadfromwithin  

1:45 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: When you volunteer, you take the focus 
off what you don't have and have gratitude for what you do have. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:45 
am  

abiasforaction:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: I do not believe in right or wrong. I believe 
in just doing what you can do best at all times #leadfromwithin  

1:45 
am  

puertoricoplace:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: When helping another you help no other 
than yourself. #leadfromwithin  

1:45 
am  

scedmonds:  SO TRUE! RT @worksmarta: Its not always time thats needed. 
Its the talent. @scedmonds: I dont need to commit HOURS! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:45 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @heart_path: The greatest reward of my service work is 
watching the seeds of service planted sprout in my children. 
#Leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

JonathanHerpy:  RT @Leadershipfreak: When we believe we matter and what we 
do matters we #leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: I do not believe in right or wrong. I believe 
in just doing what you can do best at all times #leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Yes! RT @heart_path: The greatest reward of my service work is 
watching the seeds of service planted sprout in my children. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:46 BunnyMellon:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @thehealthmaven: Leadership begins with 



am  the vision that u have of yourself & how u choose to use YOUR 
gifts. #leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @JonathanHerpy: RT @Leadershipfreak: When we believe 
we matter and what we do matters we #leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @scedmonds: I love the concept of volunteering as paying 
back & paying forward - we have benefited from love, need to 
return the favor! #leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

abiasforaction:  RT @Leadershipfreak: When we believe we matter and what we 
do matters we #leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @JKWleadership @LollyDaskal It all sounds very serious; when 
I volunteer, I often enjoy what I am doing. It can be fun. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

KatieMang:  RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering begins with the belief we 
have something to offer, that what we do matters. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

music4awareness:  We all possess ability to impact others w our words & actions-
each day is an opp 2 bring awareness 2 what matters 
#leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

scedmonds:  I wonder if I shouldn't just ASK a local org how I can help, rather 
than assuming I can bring "X" to the opportunity . . . 
#leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

tomhlasartist:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @john_paul: A4: Any path is the right 
path if it is a path with heart. #leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

BunnyMellon:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @Cybuhr: RT @Leadershipfreak: 
volunteering begins with the belief we have something to offer, 
that what we do matters. #leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

Akevy613:  Our Rabbis tell us that what we give w/a full heart w/o expending 
a reward or something in return we will not loose anything 
#leadfromwithin  

1:47 
am  

JKWleadership:  @LollyDaskal is on Twitter hold - but she is listening - send her 
some love. :-) #leadfromwithin  

1:47 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  Try to give without judging or approving, to really make a 
difference. #leadfromwithin  

1:47 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @JKWleadership: @LollyDaskal is on Twitter hold - but she 
is listening - send her some love. :-) #leadfromwithin  

1:47 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Depends on what you're volunteering to do RT @worksmarta: Its 
not always time thats needed. Its the talent. #leadfromwithin  

1:47 
am  

PhotoG814:  @StrategicMonk @JKWleadership @LollyDaskal When we 
enjoy what we are doing our actions have greater impact. 
#leadfromwithin  



1:47 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @Akevy613: Our Rabbis tell us that what we give w/a full 
heart w/o expending a reward or something in return we will not 
loose anything #leadfromwithin  

1:47 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @Akevy613: ...what we give w/a full heart w/o expending a 
reward or something in return we will not lose anything 
#leadfromwithin  

1:47 
am  

elizabethkarr:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @growinggold: RT @JKWleadership: Q5: 
When we volunteer, we lead. When we lead we grow. Why is 
that? #leadfromwithin  

1:47 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @scedmonds: I wonder if I shouldn't just ASK a local org 
how I can help, rather than assuming I can bring "X" to them 
#leadfromwithin  

1:47 
am  

dsamalot:  RT @JKWleadership: Th best way to show we are capable of 
more is to do more. #leadfromwithin  

1:47 
am  

scedmonds:  !! RT @Akevy613: Our Rabbis tell us when we give w/a full 
heart w/o expecting something in return we will not lose anything 
#leadfromwithin  

1:48 
am  

dave_phillips7:  A6 Volunteering 2day is different. 2day I give time effort to 
creating content others may benefit from and grow. 
#Leadfromwithin  

1:48 
am  

PhotoG814:  @Akevy613 So very powerful!!! #leadfromwithin  

1:48 
am  

NaturesWell:  @JKWleadership I imagine this is question 7...? A7 maybe a 
quote or inspirational shared suggestion...#leadfromwithin  

1:48 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @PhotoG814: @Akevy613 So very powerful!!! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:48 
am  

giselle2323:  I have been blessed by people who volunteered and provided 
mentorship, the least I can do is share that knowledge. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:48 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  @Akevy613 Try running out of smiles! Can't be done! LOL 
#leadfromwithin  

1:48 
am  

scedmonds:  If I am authentically serving, we will all have fun - laughter will 
be loud & joyous! #leadfromwithin  

1:48 
am  

john_paul:  @scedmonds ...if I shouldn't just ASK... how I can help, rather 
than assuming... <- asking is good, sometimes we're asked. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:49 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @dave_phillips7: Volunteering 2day is different.2day I give 
time effort to creating content others may benefit from+grow. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:49 AFC_Accounting:  RT @scedmonds: If I am authentically serving, we will all have 



am  fun - laughter will be loud & joyous! #leadfromwithin  

1:49 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @scedmonds: If I am authentically serving, we will all have 
fun - laughter will be loud & joyous! #leadfromwithin  

1:49 
am  

jesselynstoner:  @heart_path lovely! #leadfromwithin  

1:49 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @dsamalot: RT @JKWleadership: Th best way to show we 
are capable of more is to do more. #leadfromwithin  

1:49 
am  

Chriscarroll50:  @LollyDaskal thank you! Its encouragement like that which 
helps others to #leadfromwithin!  

1:49 
am  

JKWleadership:  Q7: When we volunteer we lead. When we lead, we grow. When 
we grow we create our own opportunities. Are you ready to ... 
#leadfromwithin  

1:49 
am  

john_paul:  RT @PatRobeck1ofHis @Akevy613 Try running out of smiles! 
Can't be done! LOL #leadfromwithin #leadfromwithin  

1:49 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: @Akevy613 That made me smile! Try 
running out of smiles! Can't be done! LOL #leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

nipashah:  RT @JKWleadership: Q7: When we volunteer we lead. When we 
lead, we grow. When we grow we create our own opportunities. 
Are you ready to ... #leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

growinggold:  I volunteer everytime I talk w/someone about their biz, life or 
project n help them c more clearly/prob solve #leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

NaturesWell:  Hmmm...Twitter hold aye...lol @LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @PhotoG814: @StrategicMonk @JKWleadership 
@LollyDaskal When we enjoy what we are doing our actions 
have greater impact. #leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

scedmonds:  @JKWLeadership - you are volunteering TONIGHT to help us 
understand the opportunities before us, every day! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @giselle2323: I've been blessed by ppl who volunteered & 
provided mentorship, the least I can do is share that knowledge 
#leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

music4awareness:  @scedmonds YES Definitely ask-I work & support many 
wonderful orgs in various ways-most know to come my way 
when needed #leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

jesselynstoner:  RT @giselle2323: I have been blessed by people who 
volunteered & provided mentorship, the least I can do is share... 
#leadfromwithin  

1:50 mcorelup:  RT @scedmonds: If I am authentically serving, we will all have 



am  fun - laughter will be loud & joyous! #leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

worksmarta:  @growinggold Agreed! #leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

Cybuhr:  A7: YEP! #leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

PhotoG814:  TY!RT @scedmonds: @JKWLeadership -you are volunteering 
TONIGHT to help us understand the opportunities before us, 
every day! #leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

john_paul:  A7: Simply look around, there is no need to create opportunities, 
they abound! #leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

JKWleadership:  Q7.1: Let's create our action list - how will you proactively 
volunteer to ... #leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @thehealthmaven: Leadership begins with 
the vision that u have of yourself & how u choose to use YOUR 
gifts. #leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

scedmonds:  Great! RT @giselle2323: I have been blessed by people who 
volunteered, the least I can do is share that knowledge. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  I am considering traveling to Honduras this spring, still praying 
for guidance, family and finances, etc. #leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @JKWleadership So, if @LollyDaskal is on twitter hold, does 
that mean that she must #leadfromwithin?  

1:52 
am  

PhotoG814:  Everyday, Everywhere, Everyone RT @john_paul: A7: Simply 
look around, there is no need to create opportunities, they 
abound! #leadfromwithin  

1:52 
am  

JKWleadership:  A7: This week I will roll up my sleeves and help a friend launch a 
new company #leadfromwithin  

1:52 
am  

scedmonds:  The clarity from this conversation enables me to COMMIT to 
volunteering in my community! #leadfromwithin  

1:52 
am  

juliaerickson:  RT @john_paul: A7: Simply look around, there is no need to 
create opportunities, they abound! #leadfromwithin  

1:52 
am  

JKWleadership:  via @LollyDaskal - Volunteerism is love made visible. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:52 
am  

john_paul:  RT @scedmonds The clarity from this conversation enables me 
to COMMIT to volunteering in my community! #leadfromwithin 
#leadfromwithin  

1:52 
am  

lynnfishman:  It's easy to make a buck. It's a lot tougher to make a difference. 
~Tom Brokaw. #leadfromwithin  



1:52 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  when you pull over to help a stranded motorist, you have 
volunteered. #leadfromwithin  

1:52 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @john_paul: A7: Simply look around, there is no need to 
create opportunities, they abound! #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

PhotoG814:  WONDERFUL RT @scedmonds: The clarity from this 
conversation enables me to COMMIT to volunteering in my 
community! #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

heart_path:  A7: Working on matching RI funds for a school project in 
Zambia. #Leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @JKWleadership: Q7.1: Let's create our action list - how will 
you proactively volunteer to ... #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

john_paul:  RT @lynnfishman It's easy to make a buck. It's a lot tougher to 
make a difference. ~Tom Brokaw. #leadfromwithin 
#leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

BobbiHunter:  RT @giselle2323: RT @JKWleadership: Q7.1: Let's create our 
action list - how will you proactively volunteer to ... 
#leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @JKWleadership: A7: Best success to u & hope success 
chases u down! This week I will -help a friend launch a new 
company #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @JKWleadership: via @LollyDaskal - Volunteerism is love 
made visible. #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

growinggold:  A5 Whenever I lead, I am teaching; When I teach, I personally 
learn frm everything that comes out of my mouth! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

worksmarta:  Q7. This week I'm going to find out how I can help my local 
library deal with budget cuts. #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  best thing he ever said! RT @lynnfishman: Its easy to make a 
buck. Its a lot tougher to make a difference. ~Tom Brokaw. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @giselle2323: RT @JKWleadership: via @LollyDaskal - 
Volunteerism is love made visible. #leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

heart_path:  RT @giselle2323: RT @JKWleadership: via @LollyDaskal - 
Volunteerism is love made visible. //love in action! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

JKWleadership:  4 @lolly daskal:Caring takes strength-strength takes 
commitment- commitment takes action-the greatest gift is to take 
action #leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @JKWleadership: via @LollyDaskal - Volunteerism is love 
made visible. #leadfromwithin  



1:54 
am  

Akevy613:  RT @lynnfishman: It's easy to make a buck. It's a lot tougher to 
make a difference. ~Tom Brokaw. #leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

nondumisomthemb:  RT @Leadershipfreak: Enjoy the gratitude of those you serve. If 
there is none, serve because of you not them. #leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

NaturesWell:  A7 Currently helping a doctors prescribed terminal cancer patient 
in Nevada. #leadfromwithin @JKWleadership  

1:54 
am  

infiniconsult:  I agree. o/ RT @thehealthmaven: Leadership begins with the 
vision that u have of yourself & how u choose to use YOUR gifts. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

pinwheelgirl:  RT @growinggold: A5 Whenever I lead, I am teaching; When I 
teach, I personally learn frm everything that comes out of my 
mouth! #leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @Akevy613: RT @lynnfishman: Its easy to make a buck. Its 
a lot tougher to make a difference. ~Tom Brokaw. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @JKWleadership A7 I met this afternoon with a youth pastor I 
am mentoring as a volunteer. #leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @scedmonds: RT @JKWleadership: via @LollyDaskal - 
Volunteerism is love made visible. #leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

john_paul:  RT @giselle2323 @JKWleadership @LollyDaskal 
@JKWleadership: - Volunteerism is love made visible. 
#leadfromwithin #leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

thehealthmaven:  @infiniconsult you are a gem, thank u! #leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

scedmonds:  I need to "give myself credit" for the small ways I reach out to 
serve others; it is volunteered time & talent! #leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

JKWleadership:  I can volunteer to be your hands - your voice. Through me you 
are heard (4 @LollyDaskal ) #leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

jesselynstoner:  When someone calls with a question or asks for a bit of ur time, 
give without expecting something in return=volunteering 
#leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

growinggold:  A5 We GROW from teaching, sharing, leading! #leadfromwithin 
IS just that! #leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

MrsC_teach:  RT @lynnfishman: It's easy to make a buck. It's a lot tougher to 
make a difference. ~Tom Brokaw. #leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

scedmonds:  Great work! RT @NaturesWell: A7 Currently helping a doctors 
prescribed terminal cancer patient in Nevada. #leadfromwithin 
#leadfromwithin  

1:55 JKWleadership:  A7: you can not help everyone but you can help someone ~ 



am  @LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Yes you do! RT @scedmonds: I need to "give myself credit" for 
the small ways I reach out to serve others #leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

JKWleadership:  A7: Make a contribution. Be committed. Serve with love. Reap 
the benefits ~ 4 @LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  RT @jesselynstoner: When someone asks for a bit of ur time, 
give without expecting something in return=volunteering 
#leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

heart_path:  RT @JKWleadership: A7: Make a contribution. Be committed. 
Serve with love. Reap the benefits ~ 4 @LollyDaskal 
#leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @JKWleadership: A7: you can not help everyone but you can 
help someone ~ @LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  RT @JKWleadership: I can volunteer to be your hands - your 
voice. Through me you are heard (4 @LollyDaskal ) 
#leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

Cybuhr:  Volunteering isn't about compensation for what I do but about 
compassion for who you are. #leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @scedmonds: Great work! RT @NaturesWell: A7 Currently 
helping a doctors prescribed terminal cancer patient in Nevada 
#leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @lynnfishman: Volunteers don't get paid, not because theyre 
worthless, but because theyre priceless. ~Sherry Anderson 
#leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @scedmonds: RT @JKWleadership: A7: you can not help 
everyone but you can help someone ~ @LollyDaskal 
#leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

scedmonds:  I'm missing out if I don't pass along the life knowledge & love 
that others have given me. #leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @worksmarta And I will continue to volunteer to refrain from 
singing! #leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

jesselynstoner:  RT @JKWleadership: A7: you can not help everyone but you can 
help someone ~ @LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

john_paul:  Giving is living and without it, it's not possible to live. Give and 
live. :) #leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

giselle2323:  Tonight's discussion is fantastic, and timely! I decided this week 
to volunteer my time with Junior Achievement. #leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

JKWleadership:  A7: You can not do everything but you can do something. 4 
@LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin  



1:57 
am  

DrJackKing:  RT @rebelbrown: RT @Leadershipfreak: When we believe we 
matter and what we do matters we #leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

worksmarta:  As are they...RT @scedmonds: Im missing out if I don't pass 
along the life knowledge & love that others have given me. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  RT @JKWleadership: A7: You can not do everything but you 
can do something. 4 @LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @lynnfishman Volunteers don't get paid, not because they're 
worthless, but because they're priceless. ~Sherry Anderson 
#leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

regb232:  RT @DrJackKing: RT @rebelbrown: RT @Leadershipfreak: 
When we believe we matter and what we do matters we 
#leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

NaturesWell:  @music4awareness You receive something from within when 
you give...self gratification is one...there's more of course. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

LTPParents:  RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: When you volunteer, you take the focus 
off what you don't have and have gratitude for what you do have. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

worksmarta:  @StrategicMonk :-) LOL #leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

PhotoG814:  Know of any good sources, nation/world wide where a person can 
get details on Volunteering Opportunities. #leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

heart_path:  Rotary International's motto: Service above self. 
#Leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @jesselynstoner: When someone calls with a question or asks 
for a bit of ur time, give without expecting something in 
return=volunteering #leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

JKWleadership:  You are ALL amazing volunteers - that is what you have been 
doing and creating togther on this TweetChat #leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

jesselynstoner:  @giselle2323 Good for you! :-) #leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @lynnfishman Volunteers dont get paid, not because theyre 
worthless, but because theyre priceless. ~Sherry Anderson 
#leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

dbricechosen1:  RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering enhances gratefulness in 
both giver and receiver #leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @growinggold: A5 We GROW from teaching, sharing, 
leading! #leadfromwithin IS just that! #leadfromwithin  



1:58 
am  

glyndiavera:  Giving is living and without it, it's not possible to live. Give and 
live. :) #leadfromwithin (via @John_Paul  

1:58 
am  

john_paul:  RT @DrJackKing When we believe we matter and what we do 
matters we #leadfromwithin < Dr. Jack, let's Tweetchat! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

scedmonds:  TERRIFIC! RT @giselle2323: Tonights discussion is fantastic & 
timely! I decided to volunteer my time w/ Junior Achievement. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:59 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @JKWleadership: A7: Make a contribution. Be committed. 
Serve with love. Reap the benefits ~ 4 @LollyDaskal 
#leadfromwithin  

1:59 
am  

WindwalkersUltd:  RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: RT @JKWleadership: A7: You can not 
do everything but you can do something. 4 @LollyDaskal 
#leadfromwithin  

1:59 
am  

scedmonds:  SING! I'll play my guitar loud! RT @StrategicMonk: 
@worksmarta And I will continue to volunteer to refrain from 
singing! #leadfromwithin  

1:59 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @glyndiavera: Giving is living and without it, it's not possible 
to live. Give and live. :) #leadfromwithin (via @John_Paul  

1:59 
am  

heart_path:  RT @scedmonds: JA is a GREAT organization! Great way to 
give back and influence others. #Leadfromwithin  

1:59 
am  

PhotoG814:  Bravo! RT @scedmonds: Im missing out if I dont pass along the 
life knowledge & love that others have given me. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:59 
am  

JKWleadership:  From the bottom of my heart - thank you for making our time 
together a celebration of volunteering #leadfromwithin  

1:59 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @dbricechosen1: RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering 
enhances gratefulness in both giver and receiver #leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

dave_phillips7:  RT @lynnfishman: Volunteers dont get paid, not because theyre 
worthless, but because theyre priceless. ~Sherry Anderson 
#Leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @JKWleadership: From the bottom of my heart - thank you 
for making our time together a celebration of volunteering 
#leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

john_paul:  RT @WindwalkersUltd @PatRobeck1ofHis @JKWleadership 
A7: You can not do everything but you can do something. 4 
@LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @john_paul: Giving is living and without it, its not possible 
to live. Give and live. :) #leadfromwithin  

2:00 thehealthmaven:  Very peaceful & fulfilling chat..thanks @LollyDaskal ~ 



am  motivated again ~ #leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

jasondyk:  @JKWleadership thank you for passing on some of your wisdom 
:) #leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  The greatest crime you can commit, is to squander the talents you 
were blessed with. You rob your creator. #leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

heart_path:  RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: The greatest crime you can commit, is to 
squander the talents you were blessed with. You rob your creator. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

ktmakesmoney:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: We're put on this earth not to see through 
each other but to see each other through -anon #leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @JKWleadership: A7: You can not do everything but you 
can do something. 4 @LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin  

2:01 
am  

scedmonds:  @JKWleadership @lollydaskal Thank you both for terrific 
questions, wonderful facilitation, & inspiring clarity! 
#leadfromwithin  

2:01 
am  

john_paul:  RT @JKWleadership From the bottom of my heart - thank you 
for making our time together a celebration of volunteering 
#leadfromwithin  

2:01 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  thx to JKWleadership for leading a delightful chat 
#leadfromwithin  

2:01 
am  

heart_path:  Thank you for another blessed evening w/ my #Leadfromwithin 
friends!  

2:01 
am  

JKWleadership:  Lolly is skyping me her thanks to all of you - Twitter may be 
driving her crazy but you make her heart sing. @LollyDaskal 
#leadfromwithin  

2:01 
am  

john_paul:  Gosh, the time - life here is timeless - where did it go? Time flies 
when you are having fun #leadfromwithin #leadfromwithin  

2:01 
am  

jesselynstoner:  This is such an important topic. Thank you @JKWleadership and 
@LollyDaskal and everyone for a great discussion. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:02 
am  

PhotoG814:  @AFC_Accounting @JKWleadership Our tweet chats are truly 
an invaluable resource & volunteerism by it's self. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:02 
am  

Akevy613:  RT @scedmonds: @JKWleadership @lollydaskal Thank you 
both for terrific questions, wonderful facilitation, & inspiring 
clarity! #leadfromwithin  

2:02 
am  

scedmonds:  YMCA! RT @PhotoG814: Know of any good sources, 
nation/world wide where a person can learn of Volunteering 
Opportunities. #leadfromwithin  



2:02 
am  

weshughes:  Recently posted.... Volunteering http://goo.gl/fb/6nnls 
#leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

john_paul:  RT@jesselynstoner ...such an important topic. Thank you 
@JKWleadership and @LollyDaskal and everyone for a great 
discussion. #leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

JKWleadership:  Next weeks Topic - LETTING GO. Hosted by the one and only 
@LollyDaskal - a great one to be sure! #leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @John_Paul Gosh, the time - life here is timeless - where did 
it go? Time flies when you are having fun #leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  @JKWleadership @LollyDaskal Thank her and you for hosting 
and leading. #leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

heart_path:  RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: @JKWleadership @LollyDaskal Thank 
her and you for hosting and leading. #leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @JKWleadership: Next weeks Topic - LETTING GO. 
Hosted by the one and only @LollyDaskal - a great one to be 
sure! #leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

DrJackKing:  RT @dsamalot: RT @JKWleadership: Th best way to show we 
are capable of more is to do more. #leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

worksmarta:  Thanks to all for your inspiration and guidance tonight. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

NaturesWell:  RT@scedmonds @JKWleadership @lollydaskal Thank you both 
for terrific questions, wonderful facilitation & inspiring 
clarity!#leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

scedmonds:  THANK YOU! RT @JKWleadership: @LollyDaskal is skyping 
me her thanks to all of you. Twitter burp! #leadfromwithin  

2:04 
am  

growinggold:  aw, love ya'll! #leadfromwithin tad bit tech trbl, but I'm here! 
tried tweetchat but prefer # stream, sry slow respond GR8 chat! :)  

2:04 
am  

john_paul:  RT @JKWleadership Next week - LETTING GO. Hosted by the 
one & only @LollyDaskal, a great one to be sure! 
#leadfromwithin #leadfromwithin  

2:04 
am  

NaturesWell:  RT @JKWleadership: Next weeks Topic - LETTING GO. 
Hosted by the one and only @LollyDaskal - a great one to be 
sure! #leadfromwithin  

2:04 
am  

JKWleadership:  If you missed it - there is more on tonight's topics at 
http://www.corepurposeblog.com - Again THANK YOU! 
#leadfromwithin  

2:05 
am  

giselle2323:  Huge thanks to @JKWleadership @scedmonds @lollydaskal for 
providing this amazing outlet for sharing! #leadfromwithin  

2:05 worksmarta:  RT @JKWleadership: If you missed it - there is more on tonights 



am  topics at http://www.corepurposeblog.com - Again THANK 
YOU! #leadfromwithin  

2:05 
am  

john_paul:  Thanks everyone - sweet dreams - give and live, live and give. 
Love you Thanks @JKWleadership & @LollyDaskal 
#leadfromwithin  

2:05 
am  

heart_path:  Love this group! Thank you @LollyDaskal and 
@JKWleadership. #Leadfromwithin  

2:06 
am  

scedmonds:  ECHO THAT! RT @heart_path: Love this group! Thank you 
@LollyDaskal and @JKWleadership. #leadfromwithin  

2:06 
am  

growinggold:  YES! RT @StrategicMonk RT @John_Paul Gosh the time - life 
here is timeless - where did it go? Time flies when u r having fun 
#leadfromwithin  

2:06 
am  

LTPParents:  RT @JKWleadership: Next weeks Topic - LETTING GO. 
Hosted by the one and only @LollyDaskal - a great one to be 
sure! #leadfromwithin  

2:06 
am  

worksmarta:  Great night (again)! Thank you. RT @heart_path: Love this 
group! Thank you @LollyDaskal and @JKWleadership. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:06 
am  

Badhabit101:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: We're put on this earth not to see through 
each other but to see each other through -anon #leadfromwithin  

2:07 
am  

WindwalkersUltd:  We are blessed to be able to sow into the lives of others. And 
blessings always come back somewhere/ sometime 
#leadfromwithin  

2:07 
am  

Badhabit101:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @PhotoG814: A5: We develop our skill set 
in others. So that they may be more self sufficient & pass it on. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:07 
am  

growinggold:  wow, that went SO fast... thank you @LollyDaskal and 
@JKWleadership. #Leadfromwithin this IS an AWSM group!  

2:07 
am  

Badhabit101:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @StrategicMonk: @Lollydaskal 
@JKWleadership It is also important to express gratitude in 
words, not take 4granted. AMEN! #leadfromwithin  

2:08 
am  

PhotoG814:  Love this group! Thank you @LollyDaskal and 
@JKWleadership. #Leadfromwithin || RT @heart_path  

2:08 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @WindwalkersUltd: We are blessed to be able to sow into the 
lives of others. And blessings always come back somewhere/ 
sometime #leadfromwithin  

2:09 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  RT @WindwalkersUltd: We are blessed to be able to sow into the 
lives of others. And blessings always come back somewhere 
#leadfromwithin  

2:10 AlveroJones:  Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens 



am  can change the world -Margaret Mead #leadfromwithin  

2:10 
am  

regb232:  RT @worksmarta: RT @JKWleadership: If you missed it - there 
is more on tonights topics at http://www.corepurposeblog.com - 
Again THANK YOU! #leadfromwithin  

2:13 
am  

giselle2323:  To all the wonderful people who shared and RT'd tonight, thank 
you! #leadfromwithin  

2:13 
am  

WindwalkersUltd:  In volunteering we are reminded of true values of life-it is more 
than earning a living- it is making a difference #leadfromwithin  

2:14 
am  

growinggold:  @CoolGreenPines you outta ck out the stream at 
#leadfromwithin - and please, join the chat, Tues nights 8 pm 
EST moderated by @LollyDaskal  

2:14 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  thanks so much for a great chat #leadfromwithin  

2:15 
am  

growinggold:  there are some great ppl to follow at #leadfromwithin... 
@CoolGreenPines please do, ck it out! (just run the hash tag in 
the search bar)  

2:16 
am  

WindwalkersUltd:  RT @AlveroJones: Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, 
committed citizens can change the world -Margaret Mead 
#leadfromwithin  

2:17 
am  

nondumisomthemb:  RT @JKWleadership: Q5: When we volunteer, we lead. When 
we lead we grow. Why is that? #leadfromwithin  

2:17 
am  

Doreans:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @jesselynstoner: Were leaders at home 
also. When our children see us volunt #leadfromwithin 
http://brizzly.com/pic/4860  

2:19 
am  

growinggold:  2day was volunteer day w/sick family member, + me w/head 
throb since I woke (ugh), not usual perky self but HAPPY 2 join 
#leadfromwithin TY!  

2:21 
am  

danielleklease:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @jesselynstoner: When someone asks 
for a bit of ur time, give without expecting something in 
return=volunteering #leadfromwithin  

2:22 
am  

MacLeodJS:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @lovelytrinkets: So True RT 
@JKWleadership: Th best way to show we are capable of more is 
to do more. #leadfromwithin  

2:27 
am  

hianthony:  RT @dave_phillips7: RT @lynnfishman: Volunteers dont get 
paid, not because theyre worthless, but because theyre priceless. 
~Sherry Anderson #Leadfromwithin  

2:27 
am  

JKWleadership:  To the wonderful #LeadFromWithin TweetChat team. 
@LollyDaskal sends her love and thanks from #TwitterJail. @Ev 
Please let her go free.  

2:27 davidhotchkiss:  RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering begins with the belief we 



am  have something to offer, that what we do matters. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:27 
am  

bikespoke:  RT @dave_phillips7: RT @lynnfishman: Volunteers dont get 
paid, not because theyre worthless, but because theyre priceless. 
~Sherry Anderson #Leadfromwithin  

2:27 
am  

Doreans:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @scedmonds: A4: Leading from the 
heart#CreatestrustbuildsconfidenceNothers. #leadfromwithin 
http://brizzly.com/pic/4863  

2:31 
am  

growinggold:  @giselle2323 Giselle, thank you! and happy to mt u - love the 
great group of ppl I'm finding at #leadfromwithin - appreciate!  

2:32 
am  

Jamhur_radhi:  RT @dave_phillips7: RT @lynnfishman: Volunteers dont get 
paid, not because theyre worthless, but because theyre priceless. 
~Sherry Anderson #Leadfromwithin  

2:32 
am  

chriswignall:  RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering begins with the belief we 
have something to offer, that what we do matters. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:32 
am  

john_paul:  RT @MaryEllenGrom Volunteering comes from the heart. It's 
not what you do. It's who you are. #leadfromwithin  

2:32 
am  

catalystfndtn:  RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering begins with the belief we 
have something to offer, that what we do matters. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:32 
am  

rabidbadger:  RT @dave_phillips7: RT @lynnfishman: Volunteers dont get 
paid, not because theyre worthless, but because theyre priceless. 
~Sherry Anderson #Leadfromwithin  

2:33 
am  

linzy_marie:  RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering begins with the belief we 
have something to offer, that what we do matters. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:36 
am  

Nick_Giuliano:  RT @Leadershipfreak: When we believe we matter and what we 
do matters we #leadfromwithin  

2:38 
am  

ucrcareers:  RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering enhances gratefulness in 
both giver and receiver #leadfromwithin  

2:38 
am  

growinggold:  Be sure to join nxt Tues 8pmEST! RT @JKWleadership Next 
weeks Topic - LETTING GO. Hosted by @LollyDaskal - A Gr8 
1 2B sure! #leadfromwithin  

2:38 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Enjoyed your thoughts @Leadershipfreak @scedmonds 
@bikespoke @worksmarta @PhotoG814 @Kidtelligent 
@giselle2323 @heart_path #leadfromwithin  

2:39 
am  

WindwalkersUltd:  In volunteering, one experiences the "amazing" as they open up 
& play a part in someone else's miracle #leadfromwithin  

2:39 growinggold:  RT @JKWleadership: Lolly is skyping me her thanks to all of 



am  you - Twitter may be driving her crazy but you make her heart 
sing. @LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin  

2:39 
am  

CoryGiles:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: Volunteer and Increase your self 
confidence, your self-esteem, your self-knowledge and resiliency 
#leadfromwithin  

2:39 
am  

CoryGiles:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: to Volunteer we serves others. to Lead 
serves others. to Grow we serves ourselves #leadfromwithin  

2:39 
am  

growinggold:  RT @JKWleadership: To the wonderful #LeadFromWithin 
TweetChat team. @LollyDaskal sends her love and thanks from 
#TwitterJail. @Ev Please let her go free.  

2:41 
am  

51311331960:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @scedmonds: I believe people do not hear 
how much they are appreciated/loved enough. #leadfromwithin  

2:45 
am  

vollfinteriors:  RT @John_Paul: RT @MaryEllenGrom Volunteering comes 
from the heart. It's not what you do. It's who you are. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:47 
am  

mamcginley:  RT @Leadershipfreak: Enjoy the gratitude of those you serve. If 
there is none, serve because of you not them. #leadfromwithin  

2:51 
am  

Be_Omniscient:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @Cybuhr: RT @Leadershipfreak: 
volunteering begins with the belief we have something to offer, 
that what we do matters. #leadfromwithin  

2:52 
am  

Be_Omniscient:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @thehealthmaven: Leadership begins with 
the vision that u have of yourself & how u choose to use YOUR 
gifts. #leadfromwithin  

2:52 
am  

Be_Omniscient:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: Increased personal commitment to 
community engagement and you gain social responsibility 
#leadfromwithin  

2:54 
am  

jeremydjohnson1:  RT @CraigAWarner: as a leader, people pay attention to how 
you act, not what you say. For good, or for bad! #leadfromwithin  

2:59 
am  

Marcoasato:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @Cybuhr: RT @Leadershipfreak: 
volunteering begins with the belief we have something to offer, 
that what we do matters. #leadfromwithin  

3:00 
am  

Dove11Star:  6cups&World #TarotToo RT @LollyDaskal your biggest gifts 
and treasures come from the inside out. #leadfromwithin  

3:04 
am  

elschloesser:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @jesselynstoner: This is an 
interesting conversation. Making me question how do you define 
"volunteer"? #leadfromwithin  

3:05 
am  

posickj:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: We're put on this earth not to see through 
each other but to see each other through -anon #leadfromwithin  

3:09 
am  

srikunjmandapam:  RT @lollydaskal: A4: we are all born to do great things. be 
confident and volunteer. #leadfromwithin  



3:11 
am  

srikunjmandapam:  RT @lollydaskal: A2:: When u look back upon your life, that the 
moments that stand out are the moments when you have done 
things for others #leadfromwithin  

3:12 
am  

seizethekay:  RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering enhances gratefulness in 
both giver and receiver #leadfromwithin  

3:20 
am  

MSoregaroli:  RT @JesseLynStoner: Absolutely! RT @heart_path: So often we 
learn and grow more from those we serve. #leadfromwithin  

3:22 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @Leadershipfreak: A life of all giving w/o receiving isn't 
viable. #leadfromwithin  

3:23 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @LollyDaskal: A4: make the most of yourself and let the 
world to see your gifts and strengths #leadfromwithin  

3:23 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @LollyDaskal: A4: Doing what you do best breeds 
confidence and engages leadership #leadfromwithin  

3:27 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @LollyDaskal: A4: If you want to have confidence lift 
yourself up, if you want to lead lift up someone else up. 
#leadfromwithin  

3:27 
am  

wtmullican:  RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering begins with the belief we 
have something to offer, that what we do matters. 
#leadfromwithin  

3:28 
am  

AVONTrailblazer:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @jesselynstoner: When someone asks 
for a bit of ur time, give without expecting something in 
return=volunteering #leadfromwithin  

3:31 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: Only by giving are you able to receive 
more than you have #leadfromwithin  

3:32 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @justaswethink: A4 It is not enough to teach leadership you 
must actually lead by example! #leadfromwithin  

3:32 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @scedmonds: A4: I believe our authentic service helps others 
know they can ACT, change their circumstances, and grow. 
#leadfromwithin  

3:36 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @scedmonds: When we build others 
confidence, we can enjoy watching them go where they couldnt 
go before. #leadfromwithin  

3:36 
am  

bikespoke:  Plan ahead #leadfromwithin Save the date city's 18th Chicago 
Cares Annual Serve-a-thon is Saturday, June 11! @ChicagoNP 
Thanks!  

3:38 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @JKWleadership: Th best way to show we are capable of 
more is to do more. #leadfromwithin  

3:44 
am  

Lawhead9092:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @dave_phillips7: A5 volunteer 
leadership is a great way to prepare for the life of a professional 
leader. #leadfromwithin  



3:47 
am  

CharmaineBos:  RT @Leadershipfreak: Enjoy the gratitude of those you serve. If 
there is none, serve because of you not them. #leadfromwithin  

3:51 
am  

iPayItFwd:  RT @jesselynstoner: So many people have helped me when I 
needed it. I like to mentor as an opportunity to pay it forward. 
#leadfromwithin  

3:54 
am  

Jippy415:  RT @music4awareness: We all possess ability to impact others w 
our words & actions-each day is an opp 2 bring awareness 2 what 
matters #leadfromwithin  

3:54 
am  

Jippy415:  RT @music4awareness: The ability to impact someone's life, a 
child's life, anyone's life when they need it most -is where my 
heart lives #leadfromwithin  

4:30 
am  

JKWleadership:  @NYC_CoachO Hi Otis. I just saw your note - Each Tues @ 
8PM EST go to http://www.tweetchat.com, sign in with Twiitter 
then #LeadFromWithin  

4:32 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: find a need, fill a need, take action and 
lead. forget the titles. #leadfromwithin  

4:33 
am  

lollydaskal:  I am grateful to @JKWleadership for being an amazing host 
tonight and showing leadership, heart and soul #LeadFromWithin  

4:35 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @JKWleadership: When we do more than the expected, we 
are also volunteering. Giving more - Being more. 
#leadfromwithin  

4:37 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin #FollowNow @kengkaj_s 
@PhotoG814 @regb232 @CharmaineBos @JKWleadership 
@Jippy41? (cont) http://deck.ly/~y4Aoo  

4:37 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @JKWleadership: Volunteering can be as simple as making a 
phone call or sharing an idea. What do you have to share? 
#leadfromwithin  

4:38 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin #FollowNow @Dove11Star 
@Marcoasato @jeremydjohnson1 @Be_Omniscient 
@51311331960 @g? (cont) http://deck.ly/~o2NTs  

4:38 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @worksmarta: Its not always time thats needed. Its the talent. 
@scedmonds: I dont need to commit HOURS! #leadfromwithin  

4:39 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin #FollowNow @Nick_Giuliano 
@linzy_marie @chriswignall @john_paul @Jamhur_radhi 
@dav? (cont) http://deck.ly/~aRmCm  

4:40 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin #FollowNow @AFC_Accounting 
@WindwalkersUltd @giselle2323 @regb232 @AlveroJones 
@th? (cont) http://deck.ly/~FOzRa  

4:40 
am  

MiAulaVirtual:  RT @LollyDaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #FollowNow 
@Nick_Giuliano @linzy_marie @chriswignall @john_pau? 
(cont) http://deck.ly/~Q8B1n  



4:40 
am  

joseacontreras:  RT @LollyDaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #FollowNow 
@Nick_Giuliano @linzy_marie @chriswignall @john_pau? 
(cont) http://deck.ly/~BLtCj  

4:42 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin #FollowNow @LTPParents 
@scedmonds @heart_path @DrJackKing @heart_path 
@StrategicMo? (cont) http://deck.ly/~9b02A  

4:51 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin #FollowNow @lynnfishman 
@AlveroJones @Akevy613 @AFC_Accounting 
@danielleklease? (cont) http://deck.ly/~c83VR  

4:52 
am  

TheMotivator4u:  RT @LollyDaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #FollowNow 
@lynnfishman @AlveroJones @Akevy613 @AFC_Accounting? 
(cont) http://deck.ly/~3EVTy  

4:53 
am  

CharmaineBos:  @LollyDaskal @kengkaj_s @PhotoG814 @regb232 
@JKWleadership @Jippy41 Thanks for the mention Lolly! 
#leadfromwithin #FollowNow  

5:01 
am  

raksha360:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #FollowNow 
@lynnfishman @AlveroJones @Akevy613 @AFC_Accounting 
@danielleklease? (cont) http://deck.ly/~c83VR  

5:02 
am  

cdigiuseppi:  RT @lollydaskal: Grab your dreams. Grasp your desires. Go for 
what you want. #leadfromwithin  

5:08 
am  

danielleklease:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #FollowNow 
@lynnfishman @AlveroJones @Akevy613 @AFC_Accounting 
@danielleklease? (cont) http://deck.ly/~c83VR  

5:10 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @lollydaskal: I am grateful to @JKWleadership for being an 
amazing host tonight and showing leadership, heart and soul 
#LeadFromWithin  

5:18 
am  

victoriauae:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @growinggold: RT @JKWleadership: Q5: 
When we volunteer, we lead. When we lead we grow. Why is 
that? #leadfromwithin  

5:19 
am  

victoriauae:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: Increased personal commitment to 
community engagement and you gain social responsibility 
#leadfromwithin  

5:40 
am  

girlwithpunch:  RT @music4awareness: The ability to impact someone's life, a 
child's life, anyone's life when they need it most -is where my 
heart lives #leadfromwithin  

6:25 
am  

RJBC69:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @Cybuhr: A4: Authentic leadership leads 
full heart in all situations, volunteer & professional. 
#leadfromwithin  

6:27 
am  

RJBC69:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: when you volunteer you have a better 
perspective about yourself and the world around you 
(homelessness) #leadfromwithin  



6:33 
am  

regb232:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #FollowNow 
@kengkaj_s @PhotoG814 @regb232 @CharmaineBos 
@JKWleadership @Jippy41? (cont) http://deck.ly/~y4Aoo  

6:33 
am  

regb232:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #FollowNow 
@AFC_Accounting @WindwalkersUltd @giselle2323 
@regb232 @AlveroJones @th? (cont) http://deck.ly/~FOzRa  

6:34 
am  

regb232:  RT @CharmaineBos: @LollyDaskal @kengkaj_s @PhotoG814 
@regb232 @JKWleadership @Jippy41 Thanks for the mention 
Lolly! #leadfromwithin #FollowNow  

6:55 
am  

virtuallyjm:  RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering begins with the belief we 
have something to offer, that what we do matters. 
#leadfromwithin  

6:58 
am  

007victoria:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: Increased personal commitment to 
community engagement and you gain social responsibility 
#leadfromwithin  

7:19 
am  

steviepuckett:  RT @scedmonds: WELL SAID! RT @MaryEllenGrom: 
Volunteering is an outward display of your heartfelt attitude of 
gratitude. #leadfromwithin  

9:53 
am  

marynabadenhors:  Three trademarks of effective leaders http://bit.ly/dO1wMq 
#leadfromwithin  

10:01 
am  

Be_Omniscient:  @LollyDaskal Honored TY so much : D @Dove11Star 
@Marcoasato @jeremydjohnson1 @51311331960 
#leadfromwithin always  

10:59 
am  

alexdarziu:  Do Not Compare http://t.co/Exa33Ul via @LollyDaskal 
Awakening questions that sustain the #LeadfromWithin core 
principles.  

10:59 
am  

beckyrbnsn:  Sad that I missed #leadfromwithin chat last night!  

11:22 
am  

samrat747:  RT @LollyDaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #FollowNow 
@LTPParents @scedmonds @heart_path @DrJackKing 
@heart_path... http://deck.ly/~9b02A  

11:38 
am  

dclmy:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: Volunteer and Increase your self 
confidence, your self-esteem, your self-knowledge and resiliency 
#leadfromwithin  

11:52 
am  

lisacburns:  RT @Leadershipfreak: volunteering enhances gratefulness in 
both giver and receiver #leadfromwithin  

12:14 
pm  

Jamhur_radhi:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #FollowNow 
@Nick_Giuliano @linzy_marie @chriswignall @john_paul 
@Jamhur_radhi @dav? (cont) http://deck.ly/~aRmCm  

12:23 
pm  

Andre10thousand:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @lovelytrinkets: So True RT 
@JKWleadership: Th best way to show we are capable of more is 



to do more. #leadfromwithin  

12:37 
pm  

rczamor:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @thehealthmaven: Leadership begins with 
the vision that u have of yourself & how u choose to use YOUR 
gifts. #leadfromwithin  

1:00 
pm  

nononsenselawyr:  The art of communication is the language of leadership. James 
Humes #quotes #leadfromwithin #communications  

1:15 
pm  

dolynesaidso:  RT @lollydaskal: do whatever it takes to make your life, 
circumstances, opportunities, loves, relationships better. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:23 
pm  

dolynesaidso:  RT @lollydaskal: negative thoughts, negative people have no 
place in your leader's heart. #leadfromwithin  

1:43 
pm  

kengkaj_s:  RT @JKWleadership: via @LollyDaskal - Volunteerism is love 
made visible. #leadfromwithin  

1:55 
pm  

VSanjana:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @MaryEllenGrom: Volunteering is an 
outward display of your heartfelt attitude of gratitude. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:59 
pm  

chriswignall:  RT @LollyDaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #FollowNow 
@Nick_Giuliano @linzy_marie @chriswignall @john_pau? 
(cont) http://deck.ly/~ezhhT  

	  


